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FOREWORD

The United States Strategic Bombing Survey

was established by the Secretary of War on 3

November 1944, purusant to a directive from the

late President Roosevelt. Its mission was to con-

duct an impartial ajid expert study of the effects

of our aerial attack on Germany, to be used in

connection with air attacks on Japan and to estab-

lish a basis for evaluating the importance and
potentialities of air power as an instrument of

military strategy, for planning the future develop-

ment of the United States armed forces, and for

detennining future economic policies with respect

to the national defense. A summary report and

some 200 supporting reports containing the find-

ings of the Survey in Germany have been

published.

On 15 August 1945, President Trimian requested

that the Survey conduct a similar study of the

efiVcts of all types of air attack in the war against

Japan, submitting reports in duplicate to the

Secretary of War and to the Secretary of the Navy.
The officers of the Survey during its Japanese

phase were:

Franklin D'Olier, Chairman.

Paul H. Nitze, Henry C. Alexander,

Vice Chairmen.

Harry L. Bowman,
J. Kenneth Galbraith,

Rensis Likert,

Frank A. McNamee, Jr.,

Fred Searls, Jr.,

Monroe E. Spaght,

Dr. Lewis R. Thompson,
Theodore P. Wright, Directors.

Walter Wilds, Secretary.

The Survey's complement provided for 300
civilians, 350 officers, and 500 enlisted men. The

military segment of the organization was drawn
from the Army to the extent of 60 percent, and
from the Navy to the extent of 40 percent. Both
the Army and the Nav^y gave the Survey all pos-

sible assistance in furnishing men, supplies, trans-

port, and information. The Survey operated from

headquarters established in Tokyo early in Sep-

tember 1945, with subheadquarters in Nagoya,

Osaka, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki, and with mobile

teams operating in other parts of Japan, the

islands of the Pacific, and the Asiatic mainland.

It was possible to reconstruct much of wartime

Japanese military planning and execution, engage-

ment by engagement, and campaign by campaign,

and to secure reasonably accurate statistics on

Japan's economy and war-production, plant by

plant, and industry by industry. In addition,

studies were conducted on Japan's over-all stra-

tegic plans and the background of her entry into

the war, the internal discussions and negotiations

leading to her acceptance of unconditional sur-

render, the course of health and morale among the

civilian population, the effectiveness of the Japa-

nese civilian defense organization, and the eflfects

of the atomic bombs. Separate reports will be

issued covering each phase of the study.

The Survey interrogated more than 700 Japa-

nese military. Government, and industrial officials.

It also recovered and translated many documents

which not only have been useful to the Survey, but

also will furnish data valuable for other studies.

Arrangements have been made to turn over the

Survey's files to the Central Intelhgence Group,

through which they will be available for further

examination and distribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Motlical Division of the Survey selected

representative urban and industrial areas in

Japan for the study of the effects of aerial bom-

bardment upon the public health and upon health

services. As special United States Army and

Navy medical missions svere making intensive

studies of the nature and scope of casualties from

the atomic bombs, no special emphasis was placed

upon this phase of the general health problem,

and the survey at Hn-oshima and Nagasaki was

conducted along the same lines as in othsr cities.

The information contained herein concerning the

nature of casualties from the atomic bombs was
largely derived from data obtained from these

Army and Navy missions and "The Report of

the British Mission to Japan on an Investigation

of the effects of the Atomic Bombs Dropped at

Hu'oshima and Nagasaki" which contains data

obtained from the same sources.

The report presented here briefly outlines the

immediate and remote measurable effects of the

atomic bombs and the subsequent widespread

fires on the health of the civilian population.

The investigation includes the different phases of

public health following the outlme used in the

over-all health survey of Japan. This report

contains chapters which relate to medical and

health facilities and services, nature of air-raid

casualties, sanitary facilities and services, food

supply and nutrition, communicable diseases, and

industrial health and hygiene.^

There was a notable difference in the attempted

restoration of public health services in the two

cities. At Nagasaki, the occupation forces had

set up headquarters with an active section on

public health in the local military government.

This group was supervising and assisting in the

restoration of hospitals, clinics, disease reporting

and control, and tiie various necessary health

services. At Hiroshima, however, the local pub-

lic health program had been largely delegated to

Japanese officials, who had taken over several

buildmgs for use as hospitals, and had assisted

in the reoccupation of the Retl Cross Hospital

which had ccaseil operation as a result of the

bombing. Teams of Japanese physicians and

medical students from the large medical centers

were carrying on limited treatment of bomb
victims.

SURVEY STAFF

The staff of the Medical Division of the Survey

consisted of six officers and one civilian from the

Public Health Service, three officers and four

enlisted men from the Army. The Chief of the

Medical Division, Brig. Gen. Lewis R. Thompson,

Assistant Surgeon General, United States Public

Health Service, could select freely the Public

Health Service officers attached to the Survey,

and chose officers known for their ability in certain

fields of public health work. The Array and

Public Health Service officers detailed to these

several fields were: Maj. Luther L. Terry, United

States Public Health Service, medical facilities

and persomiel and nature of bomb casualties;

Lt. Col. Robert H. Flinn, United States Public

Health Service, industrial health and hygiene;

Maj. Robert S. Goodhart, United States Public

Health Service, and Maj. Henry J. Rugo, A. U. S.,

food supply and nutrition; Maj. Jesse Yaukey,

United States Pubfic Health Service, communi-

cable diseases; Col. Ralph O. Tarbett, United

States Public Health Service, and Capt. Paul J.

Houser, A. U. S., sanitary facilities and services.

Mr. Lester J. Marier of the United States Public

Health Service acted as executive secretary for

the Medical Division.



II. EFFECTS ON MEDICAL FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL
In order to appreciate the effects of the atomic

bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasalvi one must
reahze something of the chai'acter and extent of

medical institutions in the two cities. In addi-

tion, it is important for one to reahze the magni-

tude of the destructive forces since tliey so com-

pletely surpass all previous concepts of destruc-

tion that one might have when thinking in terms

of ordinary incendiary or high-explosive bombing.

A. STATUS OF MEDICAL CARE PRIOR
TO BOMBING

1. Generally speaking, the Japanese are not

accustomed to good medical care as one uses the

term in light of practice in the Western world.

Hospitals are usually available to only those who
are able to pay and the average Japanese citizen

has never been educated to the value and use of

hospitals. Though the number of physicians per

unit of population compares favorably with that

in the United States, the average physician is

poorly trained and the character of medicine which

he practices is far below Western standards.

Even the licensed physicians resort to unconven-

tional and unscientific methods which have their

origin in Fai-Eastern religion and superstition.

In addition, the government licenses a group of

"persons engaged in the traditional methods of

treatment," such as acupuncture, massage and
moxa. There are also a large ninnber of un-

licensed cultists who treat persons by means of

faith healing. Both the licensed and unlicensed

cultists have fairly large followings, particularly

in the rural population and the lower classes

2. The average Japanese hospital is a small

private hospital which consists of 10 to 50 beds.

Actually, the term "beds" is used loosely in this

respect since few of them have western-style beds.

The rooms in such hospitals are very much like

rooms in Japanese homes with tatami flobrs and
beds made by spreading bedding (Futon) upon the

floor. It is thus impossible to give an accurate

bed capacity, this figure actually representing

the number that can be crowded into the avail-

able space. On the other hand, the larger city

institutions and university hospitals are usually

well equipped, of modern construction and use

western beds throughout. Despite this fact,

there are in every city large numbers of these

small Japanese-style hospitals. Too, a large

percentage of the population never go to hospitals,

but are born, have their illnesses and babies, and
die in their own homes. Most of the births in

Japan are attended by midwives.

3. Hiroshima and Nagasaki did not differ from

the usual medium-sized Japanese city. Hiro-

shima had two Army hospitals and an Army-
Navy relief hospital in addition to the civilian

institutions. The Red Cross Hospital and the

Communications Hospital were modern structures

and were the better institutions of the city. In

addition there were many small Japanese hospitals

scattered over the city. In the spring of 1945 a

medical college was started in Hiroshima and the

first class had matriculated. Though no school

building was available they were bemg taught in

one of the local hospitals at the time of the bomb-
ing. The supply of doctors and nurses seemed

up to Japanese standards and it was thought that

the city was well provided with medical care.

4. The situation in Nagasaki ditt'ercd from Hiro-

shima in that it possessed one of the finest medical

centers in Japan. The University Hospital was
the pride of the city and was reputed to be second

to none m Japan except the Imperial University

Hospital in Tokyo. It was a large modern unit

consisting of numy Ijuildmgs and contained about

500 beds. This number represented more than

three-quarters of the hospital facilities in the

city. The Medical College was located near the

hospital and had a large staff of well trained

teachers. There were in addition a tuberculosis

sanitorium and many small private and hidustrial

hospitals. Here too, the number of physicians

and nurses seemed to be adecjuate in comparison

to other Japanese cities.

5. Since most of the other large cities of Japan
had l)een subjected to demolition and hieendiary

raids during late 1944 and 1945 it was natural for

Nagasaki and Hiroshima to ex})ect similar treat-

ment. Hiroshima contained no large war indus-

tries and had been bombed on one previous

occasion only. At that time a single B-29 had
drojjped several demolition bombs on a suburban

district but there was little damage done. Naga-
Siiki had experienced demolition bombing on

several occasions but these raids were directed at

key industrial plants. On 1 August 1945, 6

bombs were dropped on the University Hospital

hittuig the operating room and laboratories and

2



rcsultins in tlu' dn\X\\ of 3 stiulcnts and 30-4(1

othor casuallifs. Many patii'iits wore tlicii cvani-

ati>d as an air-raid precaution. The Inct that

Hiroshima had been so comi)l('t('ly spared of

bonibiiig apparently gave rise to some rumors

that tlie city was being saved for some "fantastic"

weapon. Several survivors relate havin<r heard

such rumors. There was, however, no real reason

to suspect that any fate other than liiat ex])eri-

eneed by other cities was in store for it. Accord-

ingly, the officials proceeded with the creation of

large firebreaks. This work was started hi March
194.') and continued until the time of the atomic

l)ombing. Thousands of homes were thus de-

stroyed and their occupants were required to

h'ave the city. It was estimated l)y the Prefec-

tural Health Officer that 1.50,000 ])eople were

evacuated from Hiroshima from March to August

194.5, of whom probal)ly 10,000 had returned.

Similar preparations were being carried out in

Nagasaki but they appear to have been on a some-

what smaller scale.

B. THE ATOMIC BOMBING

1. It was upon the previously-described con-

ditions that the atomic bombs were dropped on

Hiroshima on 6 August and on Nagasaki three

days later. In order to appreciate the conditions

at the time of the blast and immediately thereafter

it will be well to reconstruct the scene hi Hiro-

shuna as best it can be determhied from talking

with sur\ Ivors.

2. The mornuig of 6 August 194.5 began bright

and clear. At about 0700 there was an air-

raid alarm and a few planes appeared over the

city. Many people within the city went to pre-

pared air-raid shelters, but since alarms were

heard almost every daj' the general population

did not seem to have been greatly concerned.

About 0800 an all-clear was sounded after the

planes had disappeared. At this hour of the

morning many people were preparing breakfast.

This fact is probably important since there were

fires in charcoal braziers in many of the homes at

this time. Some of the laborhig class were at work

but most of the downtown business people had

not gone to work. Consequently, a large per-

centage of the population was in their homes and

relatively few were m the more strongly con-

structed business buildings.

3. After the all-clear sounded persons began

emerging from air-raid shelters and within the

next few minutes the city began to resumes its

usual mode of life for that time of day. It is

related by some survivors that they had watched

jilanes fly over the city. At about 081.5 there was

a blhidmg flash. Some described it as brighter

than the sun, others likened it to a magnesium
flash. Following the flash there was a l)last of

heat and wind. The large majority of people

within 3,000 feet of ground zero were killed im-

mediately. Within a radius of about 7,000 feet

almost every Japanese house collapsed. Beyond
this range and up to 1.5,000-20,000 feet many of

them collapseil and others received serious struc-

tural damage. Persons in the open were burned

on exposed surfaces, and within 3,000-.5,000 feet

many were burned to death while others received

severe burns through their clothes. In many
instances clothing burst into spontaneous flame

and had to be beaten out. Thousands of people

were pinned beneath collapsed buildings or injured

by flying debris. Flying glass ])articularly pro-

duced many non-lethal hijuries at greater distances

from the center of the blast. Details relative to

the nature of the injuries and the distances at

which they occurred are discussetl in the following

chapter, but the foregoing presentation was neces-

sary for one to appreciate the state of the popu-

lation immediately after the bomb exploded.

4. Shortly aftei the blast fires began to spring

up over the city. Those who were able made a

mass exodus from the city into the outlying hills.

There was no organized activity. The people

appeared stuiuied by the catastrophe and rushed

about as jungle animals suddenly released from a

cage. Some few apparently attempted to help

others from the wreckage, particularly members

of their family or friends. Others assisted those

who were unable to walk alone. However, many
of the injured were left trapped beneath collapsed

buildings as people fled by them in the streets.

Pandemonium reigned astheunmjured and slightly

injured fled the city m fearful panic. Teams
which had been previously organized to render

first aid failed to form and fimction. Those

closer to ground zero were largely demobilized

due to injuries and death. However, tiiere were

physically mtact teams on the outskirts of the

city which did not function. Panic drove these

people from the city just as it did the injured who
could walk or be helped along. Much of the

city's fire-fighting equipment was damaged beyond



use so that soon the conflagi'ations were beyond

control.

5. In Nagasaki a similar but slightly less cata-

strophic pictui-e occurred. The blast was not

centered over the main business section of the

city but was up the valley about 2 miles. There

were large mdustrial plants, hospitals, the medical

school and partially built-up residential areas

near the ground zero. The terrain in this area

was uneven with large hills which shielded certain

areas. Due to the shielding factor and the dis-

tance of the explosion from the center of the city,

Nagasaki was less completely destroyed than

Hiroshima and the panic was apparently less.

C. THE FATE OF MEDICAL FACILITIES

1. The fate of the hospitals in Hiroshima is

particularly interesting in the light of this chaos

and destruction. Many of the smaller hospitals

and clinics were located in the center of the city

and were of typical Japanese construction. For

instance, the Shima Surgical Hospital (Fig. 1) was

only 100 feet from ground zero. It was partly

brick but largely wooden construction. The blast

blew it flat, and it is believed that all of the occu-

pants were killed immediately. The remains of

the building burned, and the spot is now a mass of

flattened rubble. The Tada Hospital was partly

reinforced concrete and partly wooden construc-

tion. Located at 2,600 feet from gromid zero it

was completely demolished, and the only remnants

were the concrete foundation and the gutted and

broken concrete portions of the building (Fig. 2).

The exact fate of its occupants could not be

definitely determmed but it is believed that they

were all killed by the blast and succeedmg fire.

Another building of medical nature which was

located near the center of the blast was the Japan

Red Cross Office Building. It was only 740 feet

from ground zero and was almost completely

demolished. The windows, wmdow casements,

and doors were blown out and even the concrete

structure was broken by the downward thrust of

the blast. The building was then gutted by fire

and all occupants perished (Figs. 3 and 4). The

Hiroshima Army Hospitals No. 1 and No. 2 were

located withm 1,500-2,000 feet of ground zero.

It is reported that 80 percent of the persoraiel

and all of the patients (500 in No. 1 and 650 in

No. 2) were killed. The ultimate fate of the sur-

viving 20 percent of the personnel is not known,

but on the basis of other experiences at this

distance it is probable that a large percentage of

them died of injuries or radiation effects. The
hospital buildmgs collapsed and burned. The
Red Cross Hospital, which was the city's largest

and best hospital, was located 4,860 feet from
groimd zero. The basic structure of the building,

which is reinforced concrete, remained virtually

intact. However, steel window casements were
blown out or twisted and torn on the side near

the blast (Fig. 5) and the interior was seriously

damaged by fallmg plaster, broken partitions, and
falling ceilings (Fig. 6). There were 90 percent

casualties of the occupants of this buikUng and
the damage was so great that the hospital ceased

operation for several weeks after the bombing.

It did, however, serve as a first-aid station and
out-patient clinic in the interim. Practically all

instruments and supplies in this hospital were

completely destroyed or damaged beyond repair.

The Hiroshima Communications Hospital was

located at a similar distance from the ground

zero, 4,900 feet. It, too, was of reii\forced-con-

crete construction. Though the concrete frame-

work of the building remained intact it suffered

even more severe damage than did the Red Cross

Hospital. Steel window casements were blown

out, partitions blown down, and all of the contents

were damaged beyond repair (Fig. 7). It was later

reoccupied as were most of the buildings wliicli

were left standbig. An example of a hospital

located at greater distance from ground zero is

the Army-Navy Relief Hospital. It was 10,400

feet from the ground zero and sustamed consider-

able damage (Figs. 8, 9, and 10). The building was

stucco and two floors in height. Though it did

not collapse, it was seriously damaged. Most of

the tile roof was bioken and blown off, window
frames were broken and blown out, and in a few

places walls were crushed. The principal mjuries

to the occupants of this hospital were due to

flying glass and other missiles. Many smaller

hospitals and clinics were destroyed in similar

manner, depending upon their distance from the

centei' of the blast. Since practically all of these

buildings were of wooden construction they were

either blown down and/or burned shortly there-

after. There was little evidence of their existeiH'e

to one who came into the area later. It has been

impossible to trace the fate of theu occupants but

it is felt that it coincided to some extent with

the fate of other persors in Japanese-type homes



Figure 1.—The rubble in the foreground i^ ihc- <)iil> rcjiiains of the Shinia Surgical Hospiial, Hiroshima,
which was only 1(10 leet from ground zero.

figure 2.— 1 aua Hospital, liiiosliima, located 2,600 feet from
ground zero. Inflammable portion of building burned and
remainder was completely gutted.



Figure 4.—Interior of Japanese Red Cross Office Building, Hiroshima. Building was com-
pletely gutted and structural damage shows effects of downward thrust of blast. All
occupants were killed.
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Figure 5.—Exterior view, rear, of Red Cross Hospital, Hiroshima, 4,860 feet from center

of blast. Note destruction of surrounding properties and damage to the building itself.

Figure 6.—Interior, first floor. Red Cross Hospital, Hiroshima; 90 percent of occupants

were casualties and hospital ceased operation for some time.
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Figure "
I I 1 1 < ,li i ma < m n:. uons Hospital, 4,900 feet from ground zero. Though

the basic siruciure was not diiniaged, there was considerable functional damage and
many injuries to occupants.

Figure 8.—Front view of Army-Navy Relief Hospital, Ujina, Hiroshima, located 10,400
feet from ground zero.



Figure 9.—Army -Navy Relief Hospital, Hiroshima. Note structural damage even at

distance of 10,400 feet.

Figure. 10.—Exterior view of Army-Navy Relief Hospital, Hiroshima. Moderate
damage was sustained by the building and many occupants suffered injuries due to

flying glass and other missiles.



at similar distances from ground zero. Actually

the incidence of flash burns was probably lower,

since few of them would liave been outdoors, but
the secondary injuries were probably higher. In-

asmuch as they were already ill and many no
doubt were helpless, the mortality rate surely

exceeded that of the general population at com-
parable distances.

2. Thus it may be said of Hiroshima that

essentially all of the civilian hospitals an.d 2 large

Army hospitals were located within 5,000 feet of

gi'ound zero and were fmictionally completely

destroyed. Those within 3,000 feet were totally

destroyed and the mortality rate of the occupants
was practically 100 percent. Two large hospitals

of reinforced concrete construction were located

4,860 and 4,900 feet from the ground zero. The
basic structures remained erect Imt there was such

severe interior ilamage that neither was able to

continue operation as a hospital. The casualty

rate in these 2 hospitals was approximately 90

percent. Hospitals and clinics beyond 7,000-

10,000 feet often remained standing but were
badly damaged and there were many casualties

due to flying glass and other missiles.

3. The destruction of hospitals in Nagasalvi was
even more outstanding than, that in Hiroshima.

Suxce the Nagasaki University Hospital contained

over three-quarters of the hospital beds m the

city it represented the bulk of the city's hospital

facilities. The center of the hospital groinids was
only 2,400 feet from ground zero and from a

functional standpoint the hospital was completely

obliterated. Most of the buildiiigs were of rein-

forced-concrete construction but a great deal of

wood was used in interior construction and fittings.

The basic structin-e of al) these builduigs remained
essentiaUy intact but there was severe damage
otherwise (Figs. 11-20). The blast effects were

very severe and almost every building was gutted

by fire. The mortality rate of occupants of this

hospital was at least 80 percent, two-thirds being

killed outright. The Nagasaki Medical College

was located even closer to ground zer-o, bemg only

1,700 feet distant. A large portion of the build-

ings were of inflammable nature l)ut a few smaU
buildings were constructed of reinforced concrete.

The wooden buildings were blowir down and sul>-

sequently consumed by flames. The concrete

structures remained erect but were completely

gutted by fire (Figs. 21-25). Of the 850 medical

students present 600 were killed and 12 of the 16

professors were also lost. The third and fourth

[

year medical students escaped by virtue of the

fact that they were elsewhere at the time of the

bomb blast. Almost all of the other occupants

of the bufldLn.gs were kflled outi-ight. All medical

equipment and supplies m the medical college

builduigs were completely destroyed by blast and
fire. The Nagasaki Tuberculosis Sanitorium was
located across tbe vaUcy from the coUege and the

hospital but was only 2,600 feet from gromid zero.

Since the buflding.s were aU of wooden construction

they were completely destroyed by blast and fire

(Fig. 26). It was reported that all of the patients

and other occupants of the sanitorium were kiUed.

Except the 2 hospitals mentioned above there

were no others of any size located within Nagasaki,

although there were many small private hospitals

and clinics of typical Japanese construction, scat-

tered throughout the city. The fate of these

builduigs and then- occupants corresponded ui

general to that of buildings of similar construction

at comparable distances Irom the bomb in Hho-
shimi. However, there was an additional factor

of the hills shielding some structures in Nagasaki.

In Hiroshima the eft'ective zone was enthely flat

and hills on the outsknts of the city were so dis-

tant that they did not interfere with the effects of

the bomb to any appreciable extent. On the

other hand, in Nagasaki many structures that

would otherwise have suffered much more severe

damage were partially or completely protected

from the Ijoml) effects liy hills.

4. In summarJ^ it may be said of the hospital

facilities in Nagasaki that over 80 percent of the

hospital beds and the Medical College were located

within 3,000 feet of ground zero and were com-
pletely destroyed. Reinforced-concrete buildings

within this range remained standing but weri'

completely gutted l)y fire; buildings of wooden
construction were completely destroyed by firo

and blast; the mortality I'ate of occupants of this

group of buildings was about 75-80 percent.

D. RESTORATION OF HOSPITALS
AFTER BOMBING

1. All jiniazing feature of the atomic bombings

to one going into the ai'cas later was the poor

I'ecuperative powers of the population towards

tlu^ restoration of all types of facilities. Though
this was probably less so in the medical field than

in others it was still alarmingly apparent. The
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Figure 11.—Exterior of Building 17, Nagasaki University Hospital. The center of
hospital buildings was 2,400 feet from ground zero. Note severe destruction despite
bomb-resistance of the basic structure of the building.
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Figure li.—Side view of Building 33, Nagasaki University Hospital, showing extensive
functional damage.
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Figure 13-—Building 13, Nagasaki University Hospital, showing degree of destruction.

Figure 14.—Buildings 35, 36 and 17, Nagasaki University Hospital.
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Figure 15.—Interior of amphitheater of Nagasaki University Hospital. lirass rails around
the balcony were inelted by the intense heat.

Figure 16.—View of corridor in one of the fireproof buildings, showing wreckage and
complete burn-out of interior.
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Figure 1 7.—Burned-out ward in one of the north buildings of Nagasaki University Hospital.

Figure 18.—View of one of the less severely damaged rooms of Nagasaki University Hospital.
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Figure 19.—Third floor corridor of Building 2 showing extent of damage.
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Figure 20.—Oculist examining room on second floor of Building 3, Nagasaki University

Hospital.
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Figure 21.—General view of central portion of Medical College, Nagasaki. The center of
the college was 1 ,700 feet from ground zero.
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Figure 22.—South end ot grounds ot Nagas.iki Medical College. One small reinforced
concrete building is standing but all others were destroyed by blast and fire.
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Figure 23 \ ilw of grounds of Na>;.l^aki Medical (College showing little ruhlilc ilit

complete destruction of ^urr^)undi^g buildings.

Figure 24.—Interior of library, Nagasaki Medical College. All papers and volumes were
completely consumed by fire.



Figure 25.—Reinforced concrete record vaulc on second floor. There were small steel
casement windows on two sides away from the blast but solid walls on the near side.
Records stored under stairway were burned to ashes.

Figure 26.—Ruins in foreground represent remains of lubercu!i>Ms >,uiit<>rium, Nagasaki.
The buildings were 2,700 feet from ground zero and were of inflammable construction.
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panic i>f till' iicopic imiiicdintcly after tl\(' l)()inhing-

was so i^ri'tit that Ilinisliiina was literally (lescrtcd.

It was apparently less true of Nagasaki and I ins

was probably due to the fact that tlie city was less

('oni|>li'tely deslroyeil, but the same apathy was

there. The collossal efl'ects of (lie l)()nd)s and the

surrender followin<;- shortly theicaflei- seemed to

have comiilelely stunned tiie ix'ople. 'Pile (>fl'ects

of the lyjilioons of Sept(>inber and eai'ly Oclo-

l)er may have conlril)Uted to this psycholoiiical

reaction.

2. Since the most outstanding- feature of the

atomic bombs was the hiyh rate of human casual-

ties, it was natural that this was the greatest

problem in the. areas following the bomlting.

Rut even in this regard tlu' progress was astound-

ingly slow and hajihazard. Other cviilcnces of

restoration were almost cora])letely absent. For

instance, at the lime the Medical Division visited

Hiroshima, :i months after the bond)ing, the first

street car was beginning operation, i)eo])le wan-

(lcrc<l aindessly about the ruins, and only a few

shacks had been built as evidence of reocciipation

of the city. Xo system for collection of night soil

or garbage had been instituted. Leaking water

pipes were seen all over the city with no I'vidence

of any attention. It was reported that following

the bond)ing several days were required for dis-

posal of the dead and then they were simply piled

into heaps and l)urned without attempts at

identification or enumeration. Street cars were

burned as a method of cremating the bodies within.

.Ul in all, there appeared to be no organization

and no initiative.

3. The care of the wounded immediately after

the bombmg was essentially nil in Hiroshima.

Beyond the sphere of family ties there seemed to

be little concern for their fellow man. It is true

that essentially all of the medical sui)plies were

destroyed by the bombing, and that there were

no hospitals and little with which to work. For

the first 3 days there was no organized medical

care. At the end of this time the Prefect ural

Health Department was successful in getting a

portion of the surviving physicians together and

to begin ministering to the wounded who re-

mained in the city. Up until tliis time all nursing

and medical care had been on an individual basis.

The more seriously injured were placed in the few

remaining public buildings on the outskirts of the

city. Many of them died but many seriously

burned cases remained. Small stocks of medical

sup|)lies which had been stored in cax'es outside

the city were brought out but were soon e.xhaustcd.

\A'ith ail mediial su|)|)lies gone and practically

none being brought in the ti-catmcnt of the injured

seems to have consisted largely of olfei ing a, place

of refuge. There is no doubt that many died who
might hav<' been saved by modern, competent

medical care. As time ela])sed many of the small

hos|)ilals and clinics were able (o reopen and oiler

sonu' help. da])anese medical authorities and

other sciiMitists visited the city in order to a])|)raise

the nature and extent of the damage but they did

not conlribule matci'ially to the care of the sick

and injured. I'^inally, medical teams consisting

of medical students and ])hysicians were sent into

the area from the larger cities such as Tokyo,

Osaka and Kyoto. They assisted materially in

administering medical care but wctc handicapped

by the overwhelming size of the task and the lack

of supplies. The Red Cross Hospital was cleared

of wreckage and finally reopened without any I'c-

pair of the building. In many res|)ects it was

fortunate that such a large pr()|)ortion of the

injured fled to nearby towns and villages. Except

for Kvu'c which had been largely destroyed by

incendiary bond)ing, the facilities in these areas

were relatively intact.

4. Soon aftci- American occupation forces en-

tered the area some medical supplies were made
available. A medical unit representing the Sur-

geon General of the United States Army was

assigned to the project. The task of this uiiit

was largely investigative in natuie but they did

assist the Japanese authoiities in oi-ganizing and

directing medical relief for the bomb victims.

The American physicians did not treat any of the

cases. In the first place they ariived so late

(about 1 October) that deaths from radiation had

practically ceased. Secondly, they did not have

supplies and personnel to perform a thorough

study of methods of treatment. Thirdly, it was

apparently felt that investigation of the nature

of the casualties was more important. And
finally, with these facts in mind the Americans

had a clear unilerstanding wuth the Japanese that

they would assume no responsibility for the treat-

ment of cases Ijut would merely consult with and

advise the Japanese whenever necessary. In

time a large rayon factory in Ujina and othei-

buildings were taken over by the Jajianese (Jovern-

ment and utilized as hospitals. Some of the

injured found their way to distant cities for
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treatment and other groups were ofRcially trans-

ferred by the Japanese Government to medical

centers in Osaka, Kyoto, and Tokyo for study

and treatment.

5. Most of the fatahties due to flash burns and

secondary injuries occurred within a few days

after the bombing. The peak of deaths due to

radiation effects was not reached until late August

or the early part of September. Very few cases

suffering from radiation died after 1 October and

deaths due to other causes had practically ceased

by this time. Thus during October the essential

medical care was directed almost exclusively

toward burn cases, most of which were flash burns.

A large number were still in hospitals but the vast

majority of these patients could be treated as out-

patients. By 1 November adequate hospital

space was available but it was still of emergency

nature and medical supplies were inadequate.

Many of the burns remained unhealed. Inade-

quate medical care, poor nutrition, and secondary

infection were important factors in this delayed

healing.

6. The effects of the atomic bombing of Naga-

saki were very similar to those in Hiroshima.

Even though it followed the bombing of Hiroshima

by 3 days, wartime secrecy, general confusion and

the short elapse of time did not allow the popula-

tion of Nagasaki any particular advantage from

the previous experience. The psychological reac-

tion of the people was essentially the same and the

chaos in the city seems to have been almost as

great. A very important difi'erence lietween the

two cities was that Nagasaki was not so completely

destroyed. Further, the bomb blast was cen-

tered over a more industrial area and the character

of the buildings resulted in less extensive fires.

But from the medical standpoint the bombmg
was particularly catastrophic because the bulk of

the city's hospital facihties were located within a

radius of 3,000 feet of the center of the explosion.

The destruction of the University Hospital and

the Medical College was so great that the buildings

left standing could not be rcoccupied even for

emergency medical care. Other hospitals and

clinics, includmg the Tuberculosis Sanitorium, had

burned to a heap of ashes. The only remaining

facilities were small private clinics and hos])itnls

and many of them were seriously damaged. Essen-

tially no organized medical care was carried out for

several days after the ])ombing. The SliinJvosen

hospital was established in an old school ])uiiding

for the care of bomb victims, but it was woefull\

inadequate. At one time it harbored over .500

victims. Fortunately, there was a large medical

depot at Omura, 20 miles away. Such large stocks

of supplies were on hand here that Nagasaki did

not suft'er in this respect as did Hiroshima. An-

other school building was converted into an infec-

tious disease hospital.

7. At the time the Allied Military Governmeni

entered Nagasaki, about 1 October, the population

was found to be apathetic and profoundly lethai

gic. Even at this time the collection of garbage

and night soil had not been reestablished, restora-

tion of other public utilities was lacking and the

hospital facilities were inadequate. Tlu-ough the

initiative of the Military Government, a system of

reporting mfectious diseases was instituted, the

collection of garbage and night soil was reestab-

lished, and attempts were made to increase the

supply of safe water. A survey of the remaining

hospitals and clinics at this time by Captain

Home of American Military Government revealed

such obvious inadequacies that the survey was not

even completed. A perusal of the incomplete re-

port reveals that there were many small private

hospitals remaining, most of which were damaged

and without satisfactory potential value even if

they were repaired. In the face of the inadequacy

of the Shinkosen Hospital, and the absence of other

facilities in Nagasaki, boml) victims were trans-

ferred to the Omura Naval Hospital where the

conditions were much better. The Shmkosen
Hospital has now been evacuated and abandoned.

8. When Nagasaki was visited by the Medical

Division, about three months after the bombing,

conditions were stUl very primitive. A visit to the

Infectious Disease Hospital revealed that the

school building in which it was located had been

seriously damaged by bombing and no repairs

had been made. The roof was part ially destroyed,

there were no window panes and the building was

filthy. All of the patients, both male and female,

were in adjacent beds in the same ward. Members
of their families were present and were going in

and out at will. The hospital had a capacity of

35 beds and contained 21 patients; 18 cases ol'

dysentery and 3 cases of typhoid fever, at the

time of the visit. There were no isolation pic-

cautions in pracitice. The only medicine and

supplies were those furnished ])y the Military'

Government. Because of these conditions the

Military Government had taken over a Japanese
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Army hospital of 103 hods and 12 hassiiicts and

was converting it for uso as a .Tai)ancs(' civihan

hospital. It was cxpoctt-d to hi' availahlc very

shortly tlunraftor. The Oiuura C.cncral Hos-

pital (formerly a Xaval liospital) was in excellent

condition and was heing used for the care of atomic

bomb victims. Thus, it may be seen that by 1

November some senil)laiice of medical care and

sanitary jirocedures liad lieen reestablished in

Nagasaki but the facilities were still inadequate.

The entire program had to bo directed and forced

by the Americans though they did not enter the

area until nearly 2 months after the bombing.

!». The devastating etfects of the atomic bombs

upon medical facilities can be appreciated in the

light of the foregoing presentation. Not only were

the existing facilities almost completely destro.yed

but there was extreme apatlij- toward the restor-

ation of hospitals and the care of the injured.

E. EFFECTS ON MEDICAL PERSONNEL

1. It was almost impossible to get any accurate

information relative to the number of doctors,

nurses and other medical personnel in the area

prior to bombing, the number injured and killed,

or even the number actually present at the time

of the visit by the Medical Division. Data ob-

tained from various sources showed extreme

variation and were often mu-eliable. Naturally,

the medical pereonnel in general met the same

fate as others located at the same distances from

the bomb. The number of casualties also prob-

ai)ly bore a direct relationship to the fate of

hospitals since medical personnel would be con-

centrated at those institutions and rouglily in

proportion to the size of the hospital or clinic.

2. The number of physicians in Hiroshima prior

to the bombmg has been variously estimated from

200 to 298. The former figure was suppHed to

the Medical Division by the Prefectural Health

Officer and the latter figure was included in an

address by the Prefectural Governor on 9 Sep-

tember 1945. The actual figures prot)ably fall

between these two extremes. Regardless of the

total number it is knowTi that the casualty rate

among this group was veiy high. About 90 per-

cent were casualties and 60 of these physicians

were killed. One month later only 30 physicians

were able to perform their usual duties.

3. The Hiroshima Prefectural Medical College

was started in the spring of 1945 and the first

class had mali'iculated. As a result of the bond)-

ing the liospital was demolisheil and one member
of tlic i'acuKy Wiis killed and aiiotiuT injured.

The nund)er of students killed and injured could

not l)e detei'mined.

4. Prior to the bombing there were 1,780

nurses in Hiroshima. Of these, 1,054 were killed

or injured on (1 August. Consequently, the city

suffered greatly because of the lack of nurses and

many imti-ained volunteers had lo be pressed into

service in caring for the injiu'ed.

5. The experience in Nagasaki was very similar

to that in Hiroshima. The exact numlxsr of

physicians in the city piior to the bond)ing could

not be determined but there were ])robably about

200-250 in 1944, This number may have de-

creased slightly in 1945 as a result of actual

bombing and the effects of partial evacuation of

the city in preparation for raids. Due to the

different character of the two cities it would at

first appear that the loss of medical personnel

would have been proportionate^ less in Nagasaki.

Howi!ver, a factor which counterbalanced this

fact to some extent was that the largest number

and best of the medical ])ersonnel were concen-

trated in the medical school and the University

Hospital, both of which were completely destroyed

with a large percentage of their occupants.

Actual investigation as of 1 November revealed

that there were about 120 physicians in Nagasaki.

So apparently the city did fare better than Hiro-

sliima wliich had less than half that many phy-

sicians at about the same time.

6. The damage to the Nagasaki Medical Col-

lege and University Hospital has already been

described. Reports reveal that 600 of the 850

medical students were killed and some others

may have died later. Of the sumnvors practically

every one was injm-ed and at least half had radia-

tion sickness later. There were 16 of the 20

facidty members present at the time of the bondj-

ing and 12 of them were killed and the others

injured.

7. The casualty rate among nui'ses in Nagasaki

could not be accurately determined. There

were 683 nurses in the city on 1 November but

it is not Icnown how many of those had come in

after the bombing. The precentage of fatalities

and injuries probably closely paralleled tliat of

the physicians but no accurate figures are avadable

to support tliis supposition.
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III. NATURE OF ATOMIC BOMB CASUALTIES

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Several groups stiulie<i the casualties caused

by the atomic bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Shortly after the bombings, the Japanese Govern-

ment sent medical groups from several of the

larger imiversities to study the casualties in the

two cities. These Japanese scientists gathered

some data and a preliminary report of their find-

ings was available when the United States forces

landed in Japan. About this time, Gen. Guy
Dewit, Chief Surgeon, GH(^ AF Pacific, directed

Col. A. W. Oughterson to organize teams to sur-

vey thq^atomic l)omb casualties.
J

The Manhattan

Project 'also sent a group mider the direction of

Genera Farrell, with Col. Stafford Warren as the

Chief Medical Officer, to determine safety factors

for the American troops and to make a rapid

preliminary survey of the general effects of the

atomic bombs.

On 8 September 1945, the group from the

Manhattan Project and Colonel Oughterson first

visited the two cities. As a result of their survey,

it was decided that a large study group would

be needed to obtain adequate data. In order to

avoid duplication, Headquarters SCAP directed

that the group from the Manhattan Project, the

Army Medical Uriit under Colonel Oughterson

and a group of Japanese scientists appointed by

the Imperial Government form "A Jomt Com-
mission for the Investigation of the Atomic Bomb
in Japan." Colonel Oughterson headed this com-

mission and set up plans for the study. About
20 medical officers and several enlisted men of

the United States Army were assigned to the

Commission.^ In addition, the Japanese sent

members of the faculties and students from some
of the larger imiversities to assist the Americans.

2. About the time the Joint Commission was
being organized, the United States Navy directed

the Naval Technical Mission, Japan 11, urider

Capt. Shields Warien to proceed to the areas to

carry out similar observations. The Naval group

and the Joint Commission reached the I)ombe(l

cities in the latter pait of Septemlier 1945. Though
the two groups had no official connection, their

respective leaders arranged that each group would

be assigned certain phases of the study and that

they would aslc permission of the Surgeons General

of the Army and Navy to prepare a combined

report.

3. The Joint Commission and the Naval group

worked in the bombed areas for over 3 months,

making detailed studies of the clinical material

available, collecting pathological material, and

gathering documents pertaining to the atomic

bombing.

4. At the time the Medical Division of the

Survey entered Japan the two groups were in the

midst of their investigation. Since investigation

along the same line by the Medical Division of

Survey would have been needless repetition and

since so little time was available, it was decided

that no detailed stutly would be made by this

group. Consequently, it was decided that the

Medical Division would investigate the medical

and sanitation aspects which were not being cov-

ered by the other groups and would look into the

nature of the casualties only superficially. The
Navy group and the Joint Commission cooperated

with the Survey to the greatest extent and made
all of their records available for examination.

Much of the material presented in this report has

been obtained from those two sources, and their

cooperation was essential to gathering representa-

tive material in the short period of time available.

It is the desire of the Medical Division (A the

Survey that they be given full credit for all of the

information which has been obtained through

them. It is understood that the Joint Commis-
sion and the Naval Technical Mission are pre-

paring a combined report of the medical aspects of

the atomic bombing wliieb. ^\ill be available in

the near future.

5. The Medical Division has also consulted

freely the report of the British Mission to Japan

"An investigation of the Effects of the Atomic

Bombs Droj)ped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki."

The British report is a preliminary one and pre-

sents much of the information which previously

had been obtained through the Joint Commission.

6. The medical aspects of the eft'ects of the

atomic bombs appear to be clear and concise even

at this time. However, exact details relative to

the distances the various effects extended, the

duration of the efi'ccts, and other detailed informa-
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tion must await final analysis of the data for the

combined i-cport. The material presented herein

must be considered preliminary and may be al-

tered in some details by the final and complete

study. It is felt, however, that it presents a

summary of all the information available on the

subject at this time. Generally speaking, the

effects may be divided into three large groups:

(1) Secondary injuries, consisting of blast ef-

fects, secondary burns and injuries produced by

falling and flying debris.

(2) Flash burns.

(3) Radiation effects.

Inasmuch as each of these categories seems to be

quite distinct they will be discussed separately.

B. SECONDARY INJURIES

1. The blast effects of the atomic bombs as m-

dicated by the eft'ects on objects and persons in the

target area are similar in most respects to those

of other blast weapons. Examination of struc-

tures and clinical material indicates that the pos-

itive phase was probably longer than is usually

seen in the high explosive blast, and that the nega-

tive phase was also of long duration. It is diffi-

cult or impossible to state the exact effect that the

blast had on human life. There is evidence that

the effects were considerable on structures and

probably was responsible for many deaths near

the center of the explosion. However, since the

blast eft'ects were combmed with other effects such

as primary and secondary burns, radiation effects,

and the injuries produced by falling debris, the

exact degree to which it influenced the number of

deaths cannot be accurately stated.

2. One factor which must be considered in a

study of the blast eft'ects is that the bombs were

aerial burst and even at ground zero a person or

structure was some distance from the center of the

explosion. It is well to remember, too, that near

the center of the explosion the blast eft'ects were

downward. Toward the periphery of the eft'ec-

tivc zone the blast became more lateral in direc-

tion. It a])pcar.s that few persons were thrown

against buikhngs but that most of the blast eft'ects

resulted in casualties by collapsing buildings and

flying missiles, especially glass. Ai)parentiy there

were comparatively few instances of legs oi- arms
being torn from the body by flying debris. It was
i-eported in Nagasaki that there were eviflences of

overpressure in the shock wave. Large numbers

of the dead were said by survivors to have their

abdomens ruptured and intestines protruding.

Others were reported to have shown protruding

eyes and tongues and to look as if they had l^een

drowned. Such accounts were not obtained in

Hiroshima. Genuine effects of overpressure seem

to have been rare. Among the survivors there

were a few cases of ruptured eardrums. Of 106

cases examined by the Japanese in Hiroshima on
11-12 August, only .3 showed ruptured eardrums.

A study done in October at tlu» Omura hospital re-

vealed that only 2 of 92 cases from Nagasaki had

ruptured eardrums and 3 other cases may have

died. On the basis of the available information

the British have estimated that the maximum
pressure under the liomb probably did not reach

two atmospheres. Most observers felt that true

blast effects alone were rare and probably ac-

counted for only a small percentage of the

casualties.

3. The secondary burns probably accounted for

a considerable number of the deaths in both Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki. Large numbers of struc-

tures were blown down upon people and shortly

thereafter caught fire. The accounts of eye-

witnesses who were in the area at the time attest

to the large number of people who were injured

and pinned beneath debris and finally succumbed

to the eft'ects of heat from the burning collapsed

structures. In interviewing at a later date per-

sons who showed burns it was felt that compara-

tively few of these were secondary burns. Most
of the people who succumbed to secondary burns

were injured otherwise or pinned beneath debris

and therefore were unable to escape from the fires.

There were a few instances of definite secondar}'

burns which were minor among people who sur-

vived. It is probable that most of the people

who acquired secondary burns were so disabled by

other factors that the burns were responsible for

their death. The fires particularly in Hiroshima

apparently built up more slowly than has been

encountered in cities that were subjected to heavy

incendiary raids. This gave persons more time

to escape from the damaged or demolished build-

higs. There are relatively few instances reported

where people were able to escape from buildings

and yet appeared to succumb to secondary burns.

Large numbers of people who suffered other effects

from the bomb tell of their escape through the

demolished and partially burned city, but there

were no reports of large inimbers of people drop-

I
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ping in the center of the streets either from the

?ffeets of heat or from tlie effects of carbon mon-

oxide snch as was seen in Tokyo, Osaka, or in the

European cities. Some of the secondary burns in

survivors apparently resulted from their efforts

to extract members of their families or others from

the collapsed and burning buildings. A few sec-

ondary burns resulted from jirimary flaming of

lothing but many people reported such instances

in which they were able to beat the fires out with-

out sustaining burns of the underlying skin.

4. The injuries produced by falling and flying

debris were apparently large in number. As one

would naturally expect, the percentage and seri-

ousness of such hijuries was much greater near

the center of the bomb explosion. It appears

from interviews of survivors that the collapse of

the buildings was sudden and that thousands of

people were pinned beneath the debris. After

varying periods of time many were able to extract

themselves and many were extracted by the assist-

ance of others. The natia-e of these injuries did

not vary greatly fiom what one might expect.

Large niunbers of these jjeople succumbed due

to the fact that they could not be extracted from

the debris. Though the Japanese houses are gen-

erally of light construction, they usually carry

heavy roof timbers and heavy tile roofs. These

characteristics probably played a considerable

part ui the large numbers of such casualties.

Another feature of Japanese construction which

caused many minor casualties was the extensive

use of glass panels. Injuries by lijjnng glass be-

came more prominent at increasing distances

from ground zero; as the more serious casualty-

producing factors faded in the periphery, the

number due to flying glass became mcreasingly

significant (Fig. 28). It should be noted that

though such uijuries were frequent, they rarely

resulted in death.

.5. Available information indicates that second-

ary injuries occurred up to distances of 15,000

feet from ground zero. Japanese houses collapsed

within a radius of about 7,000 feet at both Hii'o-

shinia and Nagasaki, but serious damage I'esulted

ui a much wider range. For instance, at Nagasaki

the meteorological station which was located on

an exposed hill at 16,000 feet had all of the win-

dows broken on the near side and many of the

window frames were broken aTid displaced. A
large part of the roof was stripped of tiles. Many
streetcars in Hiroshima suffered damage to glass

and overhead gear at distances up to 15,000 f(>(>t.

It appears that secondary injuries, particularly

those of lethal natiue, began to fall off rapidly

at distances beyond 7.000 feet, but that many of

minor nature did occur up to 15,000 feet.

C. FLASH BURNS

1. The (Icgi'i'c of I lie heal blast whicli lollowcd

shortly after the explosion of the atomic l)()tnbs

in the two cilii's lias not been accurately estimated.

The British rcjxirt reveals that considerable study

of physical structures was tlone in an attempt to

evaluate the amount of heat present at various

distances from the center of the explosion. It is

well known that the duration of the flash was

extremely biief, probably a small fraction of a

second and that the heat wave followed the obser-

vation of the flash of th(> exploding l)oml). This

point is emphasized by the fact that many peojile

facmg the blast were able to close their eyes

Ix'fore the heat wave reached them. Japanese

claim that in some instances persons were able to

shield their faces with tlieir hands between the

time the flash was seen and the time the heat

wave reached them. The British report points

out the roughening of polished granite which

occurred in Hiroshima up to distances of 1,200

feet or more and in Nagasaki up to a distance of

1,800 feet or more from the ground zero. Japa-

nese scientists investigating this problem have

reported that this effect occurred up to 3,000 feet

at Hiroshima and 5,000 feet at Nagasaki. Basing

their estimation on the depth of roughening or

spalling of the granite, the Japanese physicists

have estimated a ground temperature at 1,500

feet from ground zero at Hiroshima to have

exceeded 2,000° C. The British group were

unable to concur in this figure and felt that it

should be treated with reserve. In addition to

the effects on polished granite other evidence of

high temperature such as the bubbling of tiles

was seen in both cities. The tile bubbles became

progressively smaller at increasing distances from

ground zero. On the basis of the study of the

tile, Japanese geologists feel that the temperature

necessary for such effects is near 2,000° C, witli

a minimum of 1,200° C, and that such phenomena

occurred at distances beyond 2,000 feet in Naga-

saki and beyond 1,500 feet in Hiroshima. They

feel that these observations confirm their estimates

based on the effect on polished granite. In addi-
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Figure 28.—M. Y., 22. years old, male. Photo shows typical multiple lacerations due to flying glass fragments.
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-tion lo llu" ("frocts on polislicd gniiiilc and tiles,

tliorc were clVccts on olluT ()l)ji'cts sucli as road

surfacos. treated and untreated tindiei's. I'aliries

and human skin whieli aided in estiniatinii' the

(U'irree of heat present at various distances from

ground zero. Instanees of spontaneous ilaming of

clothiniT were reported to have occurred l)e\ond

0, ()()() feet. Scorching of teU^graph |)oles dis-

ajipeared at roughly 9.001) feet in Hiroshima and

10.000 feet in Nagasaki. It thus ap|)ears that

the heat wave following the explosion of the atomic

l)ond) extended over a large area and that il

reached great intensity within a radius of o.OOO-

4.000 feet. Exact figures cannot he given at

this time Itut more detailed study may in time

clarify this point.

2. Another interesting and significant feature

of the heat wave was shadows cast by intervening

objects which protected otherwise exposed surfaces

from the direct heat radiation. All intervening

structures were successful in shielding objects and

on occasion clumps of grass or the leaf of a tree was

seen to ofi'er some protection before they withered

or burned. Due to the size of the radiating fire

ball narrow objects were found to cast shadows

smaller than themselves and with gradient edges.

This feature will be elaborated upon later in dis-

cussing the flash burns of human skin.

3. The eftect upon fabrics was particularly in-

teresting. Material which was examined in Hiro-

shima showed clearly the dift'erence in the absorp-

tion of beat between dark colored fabrics and

lighter colored ones. For instance, a white cotton

blovise which was examined had pale pink sleeves

upon which was superimposed print green leaves

and red flowers. Over one shoulder of the gar-

ment the red and green colored areas were burned

out and over a larger surrounding area the colored

portions were partially burned. The white, how-

ever, remained intact. In a shirt of alternating

dark and light grey stripes about one-eighth inch

wide the dark stripes completely burned out but

the light stripes scorched only slightly. A white

dress with blue polka dots showed the dots to be

charred over a large area while the white remained

unchanged. A kimono with white lozenges on a

blue background showed large areas wliich were

burned. It was said to have been fired directly

and bad to be beaten out. On the edges of the

burned area the white figures had survived but

the blue was charred. It was generally recognized

by the Japanese in the two cities that persons

were more likely to he burned at the same distance

fi'om the homli exjjlosion if they were wearing

l)lack or dark colored clothing. Tiie British re-

])ort a i)ieee of ,hi|)ancse paper on which characters

were written in black ink and the characters had

been burned out at a distance of 7,500 feet. They

also obtained reports but did not see evidence that

red iid< survived where black ink was l)urned out.

The inlluence of the nature of the coloring nuitter

cannot be entirely ruled out, but it is felt that

the absorption of radiant heat due to the color

itself was the piime factor in this dift'erential

destruction of various colored garments.

4. The eft'ect of the flash upon the human skin

was seen to be conij)arable in Hiroshima and

Nagasaki. Survivors in the two cities stated that

people who were in the open directly under the

explosion of the bomb were so severely burned

that the skin was charred dark brown or black

and that they died within a few minutes or hours.

The Joint Commission's preliminary observations

indicate that burns of unprotected skin occurred

at distances of 12,000 to 13,000 feet from the cen-

ter of the explosion. Third degree burns occuj-red

up to 4,500 feet and some such burns were reported

u]) to 7,200 feet. Many persons reported having

felt a heat blast at distances as far as 24,000 feet

from ground zero, but were not burned. The

degi-ee of th(> buin of unprotected skin naturally

vaiicd inversely with the distance from the center

of explosion. Flash burns as seo>n were largely

confined to the exposed areas of the body but

occasionally they had occurred through vai-ying

thicknesses of clothin.g. Many illustrations of this

wei-e seen (Figs. 29-34). Generally speaking,

the thicker the clothing was the more likely it

was to give complete protection against flash

burns. For instance, one was seen who was

buined over the shoulder except foi- a T-shaped

area about one-fourth inch in breadth which re-

irained unburned. When the gaiment she was

wearing at the time was studied, it was seen that

the T-shapetl area coi-responded to an increased

thickness of the clothing due to the seam at the

insertion of the sleeve and across the shoulder to

the neck line fFig. 35). Several people were seen

who were burn.ed through a singh; thickness of

kimono but a broad band extending down each

side of the garment which corresponded to the

increased thickness due to the la()cl was miburnod

or less severely bunied (Fig 36). There were

many instances where skin vvas bmned beneatli
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Figure 29.—T. Y., 18 years old, male dressed in knee-length trousers and walking away from blast. Third degree burns.
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Figure 30.—T. Y., 35 years old, male. Prone in open, 5,600 feet from ground zero, bare from waist up, blast from
direaion of feet. Note sharp line of demarcation of healing flash burns. Protected area on neck, is due
to folding of skin resulting from extension of neck.
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Figure 3 l.-S. S., 2 7 years old, male. Flash burns of back arm, hand, face, and neck.. Note irregular outline of burned
areas with more severe burns on exposed surfaces.
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Figure 32.—J. H., 5 3 years old, male. Sitting in Japanese house before open window at 6,000 feet. Note sharp line of

demarcation of healed flash burns on exposed surfaces.
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Figure 33.—M. M., 22 years old, male. Standing 6 feet from open window at 4,000 feet from center of blast. Shows
shirt which was worn at time of explosion and was not scorched.
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Figure 34.- -Same patient as figure 33. Note scars of healed flash burns of shoulder and back and sharp line of more severe

burns on exposed surfaces. Shirt was not scorched.



Figure 3 5.—S. T., 49 years old, female. Note pigmentation of healed flash burns. T-shaped area of protection on left
shoulder was due to increased thickness of clothing at seam of insertion of sleeve and across shoulder to neck.
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tiii'litly fitted clothing, Init was uii.l)um.('(l beneath

looselj' fitted portions (Figs. 37 and 3<8). The
strap of a pah- of Japanese shoes was seen to pro-

tect a portion of the foot which it covered while

the surrounding skin area was seriously burned

(Fig. 39). In addition to garments, it was apparent

that other shielding factors also protected against

the flash burns. It is reported that the burned

areas of the skin showed objective and subjective

evidence of bums almost immediately after the

explosion. At first there was marked erythem.a

and then, depending upon the degi-ee of burning,

other evidence of thermal buins appeared within

the next few minutes to hours. The shaip line of

demarcation of burned areas as determined by

clothing is demonstrated in several figures. It is

also interesting to note that the heat wave came

in a direct line and that the area burned corre-

sponded sharply to this directional thrust. Per-

sons whose sitles were towards the explosion often

showed definite bums of both sides of the back

3'et the depressed area over the I'egion of tlie spine

escaped burning (Figs. 40 and 41 ). Concrete build-

ings and Japanese houses apparently afforded

complete protection against such burns providmg

one was not near a wuidow. One hxstance was

seen in which a man was WTiting before a wmdow
and his hands were seriously burned. However,

the exposed face and neck I'eceived only slight

burns due to the angle of entry of the heat wave
tltrough the window and the fact that the face

and neck were not so directly exposed (Fig. 42).

In other instances persons standuig behind narrow

structures w hich shielded a portion of their bodies

were not burned over the shielded areas, yet the

adjacent unshielded portions of the skin were

burned.

5. The Civilian Defense Division of the Survey

has accumulated some data relative to burns of

persons in tunnel air-raid shelters in Nagasaki at

the time of the bombing. According to this in-

formation, some of the burned individuals had

been at considerable distance from the tunnel

entrance (up to 300 feet) and others were

partially hidden by baffle walls or curving tunnel

walls. Some of the baffles were blown into the

tunnel entrances by the bomb blast. The
entrances generally were very near ground zero

though some were as far as 2,400 feet; some

entrances did not even face in the direction

of the bomb blast. No one located in lateral
i

projections of the tunnels was reported to have

been burned. It was reported that the burns

were largely on the exposed surfaces and in general

presented characteristics suggestive of flash

burns. DetaOs are set forth in the Civilian

Defense Division repoi't of the Survey. The

general concept of flash burns resulting from atomic

bombs is that they are due to radiant heat. Since

the heat is radiant it must pass in a straight line

and is obstructed by intervening objects. There

may be reflection from surfaces but in being

reflected the intensity of the I'ays is decreased

considerably (probably 10 times or more). The
degree of reflection depends largely upon the

reflecting surface, and with each subsequent

reflection there is a further decrease in intensity.

6. Physicists consulted about the burns in the

Nagasaki tunnels did not believe that such burns

could be explained on the basis of convected heat

(a blast of hot air) even immediately beneath the

Ijomb. It was their opinion that heat of sufficient

intensity to burn human skin at ground level

probably could be attributed only to radiant heat.

7. In studying the data on these cases, however,

it is diflicult to understand how the burns could

have been caused by radiant heat. In the first

place, the baffle walls would have remained

intact until the radiant heat subsided and until

the arrival of the blast pressure wave. This fact

often was illustrated in both Hiroshima and

Nagasaki, when objects such as leaves, posts, etc,

had cast a protective shadow on some surface

shortly before they were blown away by the

blast. Secondly, the location of some of the tunnel

entrances with respect to the bomb blast seems to

render an explanation based on reflected radiant

heat difficult to understand. Nevertheless, reflec-

tion of heat waves cannot be ignored entirely.

8. Col. A. W. Oughterson of the Joint Com-
mission stated that a member of his group had

investigated this question quite thoroughly. He
interrogated many persons and actually accom-

panied some of them to the tunnels and had them

show their exact location at the tune of the bomb
burst. He reported that in every instance the

individuals were in tunnels with entrances facing

the explosion and were near enough to the en-

trance to have, been burned by radiant heat.
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figure 37.—T. K., 34 years old, male. In open facing blast, wearing white shirt, blue coat and trousers. No change in

shirt but coat and trousers charred. Severe flash burns and recovering from radiation sickness.
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Figure 38.—Y. T., 19 years old, male. Photo shows localized alopecia in burned area below line of cap with no burns
above and no generalized epilation. Note sharp line of protection of collar and severe burning of shoulder and trunk
through shirt.
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Figure 39.—M. I., 19 years old, female. Flash burns of feet, blast from right. Note area of unburned skin at base of

great toe on left foot due to protection of Japanese sandal strap.
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Figure id. S. N., ^7 years old, male. Was working in open at 5,500 feet from center of bUiM, weariiij; trousers but bare
above waist. Blast came from right. Note area of protection over spine due to shielding by right side of back.
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Figure 4 1
.—Same patient as Figure 40. Flash burn. Note protection of under surface of arm and lateral thorax by position

of arm at side.
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Figure 42.—T. O., 5 5 years old, male
kimono. Due

exposed face and neck

^lefvpH Wimr-ri^ h„„ . a'
""."" Tuf ""^"^ before Open window in position shown at 6,000 feet, wearing longsleeved kimono. Due to direction of blast he received severe burns of exposed hands but only first degree burn ol
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9. Although iiiforinnt ion docs not coiMcidc

with that collecti'd l)y I lie Civilian Defense

l^ivision, it is possible that i()in])l('te analysis of

all the (lata which have hecn collcclcd hy the

Joint C\iinniissi()n may shed some light on (his

subject.

10. Tlie Joint Commission studied a group

of aSfl workmen in Jliioshima who weic marching

acfoss the Koi Bridge facing the hoinh at a

distance of 7,500 feet. All wcfc buiiu'd with the

exception of three at the rear who were |)rotcctcd

by the eaves of a building. Anothei' instance of

the degree of protection afTorded by certain

structures is shown in the following example.

A large group of workmen were in the street

and were so placed that some of them were

behind a one-story Japanese building and others

were behind a two-story Japanese building.

There were no burns among the group ix-liind

the two-story buikling, but all of those who
wore apparently partially protected by the one-

story building received burns.

11. It was reported, by' the Japanese physicians

who attended many of the burned cases, and it

was also the impression of all who subsequently

observed these burns, that they healed promptly

and did not show any unusual clinical features.

Our group felt on observing many of these burns

tliat there might be an increased tendency to the

formation of keloid in the healing. Questioning

of many Japanese physicians resulted in their

uniform opinion that the tendency to keloid

was no greater from these bui-ns than from

other thermal burns. It was explained that the

large degree of secondary infection which followed

in most cases and resulted in delayed healing

may have been responsible for the excess scar

tissue formation which was rather frequently

seen. At the time the Medical Division visited

the area, 3 months after the explosion of the

bomb, many of the burns were still unheale<l.

There were a few instances of burns healing with

contractures and limitations of mobility of certain

joints. A typical example of this is shown in

Figure 43 which shows sharp limitation of motion
of the elbows of a Japanese boy. Japanese
physicians in the area stated that often the

primary burns of minor nature were completely

healed before patients subsequently developed

evidence of radiation effects.

D. RADIATION EFFECTS

The ladioactivity of the atomic bombs is well

shown in the effects uixni sin'vivors. The maimer
by which radiation effects of the bombs could be

transmitted to man are listed below and the

evidence concerning each is briefly submitted.

1

.

I'rlmary fission products deposited directly

ill the area shortly after the bomb exploded.

—

The soil at both Hiroshima and Nagasaki has been

examined at frequent intervals for evidence of

radioactivity. The first studies were made by the

Japan(>se using a Lauritsen electroscope and then

by American scientists using Geiger coiuiters. At

Hiroshima activity has been greatest at the center

with other active areas near the Koi bridge and

further west of the bridge. At Nagasaki the

greatest activity is in the liills northeast of

the center of the explosion. The higher counts of

radioactivity in these areas is felt to be due to

direct deposits of fission products. Both areas lie

downwind from the center of the explosion and at

Hiroshima, Japanese physicists have foimd known

fission products (in the barium, lantlianum and

strontium fractions) in deposits in these areas.

This further supports the idea of direct deposition

rather than induced radioactivity. The imjiortant

point from the medical standpoint is that the

degree of activity in these areas is not sufllcient

to produce casualties.

2. Induced Radioactivity caused by the inter-

action of neutrons with matter.—As stated above

there is no evidence of significant induced radio-

activity in the soil of tlie two cities. One j)atient,

a young Japanese male, was seen in the Kyoto

Imperial University hospital who did show what

may have been an eft'ect of induced radioactivity.

He had been in Nagasaki at the time of the bomb-

ing, about 5,500 feet from the center of the explo-

sion. Although he api)eared to remain well for a

period following the explosion, during this time he

carried in his watch pocket on the right an iron

key and in his left side pocket a metal (probably

aluminum) cigarette case both of which he had

been carrying at the time of the bomb burst. At

the end of about 3 weeks he first began to feel ill

and subsequently showed the rather typical find-

ings of radiation sickness with epilation of the

scalp and leiicopenia. He also developed burns in,

the legion of both groins which roughly corres-

ponded in size and position to the k(\v and the
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Figure 43.—H. T., 15 years old, male. Was naked above waist, in open at 5,2 50 feet, watching United States planes.

Note partially healed flash burns with excess granulation tissue and contractures of both elbows.
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t'igure 44.—Healed burns in both groins which apparently resulted from induced radioactivity of an iron key in right
watch pocket and aluminuin cigarette case in left side pocket.
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cigarette case (Fig. 44). He subsequently recovered

but typical pigmented scars remained at the site

of the burns which liiid healed slowly. It was

i-eported by his physician in Kyoto that the

cigarette case showed radioactivity as determined

by exposure of X-ray film at the end of 2 months,

but in 3 months had lost the activity. The key

was not tested. Certainly the general effects can

not be interpreted to be the result of radioactivity

from the two metal objects, but it seems clear that

the objects were probably responsible for the skin

biu'ns. No other cases suggesting the effects of

induced radioactivity of matter sufficient to pro-

duce clinical efTects could be foimd by any of the

groups working in either city. Japanese scientists

have found the ]ihosphorus in the bones of human
victims to be radioactive. This phenomenon can

be attributed only to neutrons. However, the

effect of total body radiation with neutrons is not

well known and may differ in other ways from the

efTect of gamma rays. Thus the contribution

neutrons may have made to other observed bio-

logical effects cannot be estimated.

3. Gamma rays including neutrons and other

penetrating radiation liberated by the fission

process and produced as a part of the total

spectrum of energy.—The term gamma rays here

is used in a general sense and includes all pene-

trating radiations and neutrons that caused injury.

No attempt has been made to distinguish other

types of radiation which may have contributed to

the injurious effects. A great deal of the informa-

tion presented herein was taken from a study of

the records of the Joint Commission. For details

of this study one should see the complete report to

be published by the Commission. Since the Allies

had no observers in the area for the first few weeks

after the bomb explosion, the information relative

to the effects during this period has necessarily

been gathered second hand and is not based on

primary observation by our scientists. It seems,

however, that a fairly clear-cut picture has been

obtained through study of the material from many
sources.

(a) Clinical picture.—In giiiei'al the gamma
rays were very penetrating. There were no skin

lesions which could be dii'pctly attributed to

gannna rays even in those patieiits showing severe

radiation disease. The Japanese staled that those

individuals who were very near the center of the

explosion but did not suffer from flash burns or

secondary injuries, became ill within 2 or 3 ('ays.

'

Hemorrhagic diarrhea followed and they expired

quite cjuickly. Some died within 2 or 3 days after

the onset and most of them within a week. The
Japanese leported that it was difhcult to demon-
strate the remarkable changes in the blood picture

of those dying so rapidly. Upper respiratoi'v aiul

gastro-intestinal nuicous membranes showed acute

inflamation.

The larger portion of the radiation cases which

had been at greater distances did not show severer

symptoms until 1 to 4 weeks after the explosion.

Many felt weak and listless on the day following

the boml) burst. Nausea and vomithig appears

also to have been frequent at this time. Within

a day or two the appetite improved and the person

felt quite well imtil symptoms appeared at a latei-

date. It is the opinion of some of the Japanese

physicians that those who rested and subjected

themselves to less physical exertion showed a

longer delay before the onset of subsecjuent symp-
toms. After this period during which the indi-

viduals usually felt perfectly well, they began to

note lassitude, malaise and anorexia. Within 12

to 48 hours fever became evident. In many
instances it reached only 39° C. and remained for

only a few days (Fig. 45). With the subsidence of

fever the patients usually showed a rapid disap-

pearance of other symptoms and soon regained

their feeling of good health. The degree of fever

apparently had a direct relationship to the degree

of exposure to radiation. In many other cases

the temperature was cpiite high reaching 40° to

41° C. The fever once developed was usually

well sustained and m those , cases terminating

fatally it, conthnied liigli until the end (Fig. 46).

Other manifestations which were commonly seen

were leucopenia, epilation, uiflammation and ne-

crosis of the gums, stomatitis, pharyngitis, petechiac

(and evidence of ulceration of the lower gastro-

intestinal tract.

Leucopenia appears to have been a constant

accompaniment of radiation disease. It is believed

that leucopenia existed in some of the milder cases

without other evidence of radiation effects. It is

also thought that the degree of leucopenia was

probably the most accurate index of the amouiil of

radiation the jjcrson received. The white 1)I()0(I

count in the more severe cases ranged from I ,
.)()()

to f) with a comjjlete absence of neutrophiles. Thi'

moderately severe cases showed total white blood
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<(iimts of 1,')00 to 3,00(1 with u lU'iitropoiiiii, lunl

I 111' l)()iu' marrow showod ovidcnco of iU>gonoration.

Till' milder casos showed WBC counts of 3,000 to

4 000 witli minor degenerative ciianges in the bone

iiKUiiiw . The changes in tlie ervthropootic system

were usually not as startling but corresponded

roughly to the deficiency of white blood cell

formation. Blood platelet formation also was

reported to be affected.

Ejjilation usually began about 2 weeks after the

boml) explosion, though in a few instances it is

reported to have begun as earlj^ as 4 to 5 days

after the exposures. The areas involved were

affected usually in the followmg order depending

upon the degree of exposure to radiation: scalp,

axilla, beard, pubic region and eyebrows. The
involvement of the scalp was usually miiform and

rarely resulted in complete baldness (Figs. 47 and

48). Microscopic section of the involved areas has

shown atrophy of the hair follicles. An interestmg

feature of the epilation which has been reported

by the Japanese and has not been confirmed, is

that it appeared to be less marked in persons with

grey hair than in persons with dark hair even

though the exposure was the same. In those

patients who surAdved 2 months, evidence of

regeneration of the hair was present almost with-

out exception.

Ulceration of the gastro-intestinal tract, includ-

ing gingivitis (Fig. 49), stomatitis and pharyngitis,

was common in the more severe cases. The clinical

picture seen in these cases is essentially the same

as that seen in leucopenias due to other causes.

Bloody diarrhea was commonly seen but in many
instances was difficult to evaluate because of the

possibility of its havmg been on an infectious basis.

Petechiae occasionally appeared in the mucous
membranes about the time of the onset of the

gingivitis. However, those hemorrhages appearing

in the skin were often more delayed.

Autopsy findings on those cases dying of radia-

tion effects have been reported to have shown typi-

cal findings which ai'e known to exist in cases

dying with agranulocytosis. Petechial hemor-

rhages of the viscera, inflammation and necrosis

of the gums, mouth, pharynx, stonuich, and intes-

tines have been common findmgs. Occasional focal

necrosis of the liver has been encountered. No
massive hemorrhages into the skin or other struc-

tures have been reported. A large percentage of

the cases has been found to have died of secondaiy

diseases such as se])lic broncho-pneumonia, i)neu-

monia with early abscess fornuition and pyot borax,

and tui)erculosis. Section of the testes is reported

to have siiown "spermatogenesis to be ])oor."

Records of microsco])ic examination of ovaries

have not been reported. Deaths from i-adiation

began about a week after exposure and reached a

peak in 3 to 4 weeks. They iiad ijractically

ceased to occur after 7 to 8 weeks.

b. fia<{his of effect of gamma rays.—A prelim-

inary evaluation of the data collectetl at Hiro-

shima has revealed that most of the cases occurred

within a radius of 5,000 feet of the blast. An
exiunple is seen in 2 groups of workmen who weie

in the open at 3,600 feet but were screened by a

wooden building. There was a total of 198 of

whom 6 were killi'd by debris, of the I'cmaining

192, 95 subsequently died from the efiects of radia-

tion. Other groups at similar distances in the

open also showed a compaiable mortality rate.

It appears that radiation killed nearly everyone

who was fully exposed to the gamma rays but was
protected from other forms of death at all ranges

up to 3,000 feet. Beyond 3,000 feet the effects of

radiation were mild or absent. Some cases showed
epilation at distances up to 7,500 feet and some
mild effects may have extended to 9,000-10,000

feet in certaiii mstances.

c. Shieldinfj from gamma rays.—The Joint

Commission has gathered a great deal of informa-

tion for study relative to the shielding effect of

various types of buildings. Their information

has not yet been subjected to complete analysis,

but a few general facts have stood out significantly.

For detailed infoi-mation on this subject one is

referred to the combined report when it becomes

available. In the meantime the follo\\ing ma-
terial is presented as impressions of that group as

well as others who visited the area.

Clothing and fairly substantial wooden buildings

did not offer any appreciable protection against

gamma radiation. The only structures that

appeared to have any shielding value against

gamma rays were substantial reinforced-concrcte

buildings and even in these the protection appeared

only partial unless shielded by several floors.

Earth was effective in protectmg, provided it

was present in sufficient thickness. Persons in

Nagasaki were protected from gamma rays even

close to ground zero when they were behind hills

or in air raid shelters dug into the side of hills or
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Figure 47.—K. N., 9 years old, male. Standing in open 2,300 feet from blast. Patient suffered lacerations and radiation

sickness. Photo shows generalized epilation.
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Figure 48.—S. Y., 19 years old, female. Sitting on second floor of 3-story concrete building, 2,625 feet from center of
blast. Patient sufifered radiation sickness. Photo shows generalized epilation.
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Figure 49.—S. I., 38 years old, male. Recovering from radiation sickness. Photo taken 3 months after bombing shows
necrosis of gum and underlying mandible.
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embankments. A few oxaniplcs catluMcil hy the

Hiroshinia unit of tlic Joint Comniission may bo

cited:

(1) Tbo Bankers Club, wbich is located

700 feet from ground zero is a 3-story, strong

buildino; of reinforced concrete with a tile

roof. There was no serious damage to the

main structure of the building by the l)last.

Of 23 people known to lie in the building at

the tim? of the explosion, 20 had secondary

injuries and 17 had burns but none were

killed immediately. Twenty-one of the 23

died between 12 and 23 August— all believed

to have been due to radiation effects. The
only 2 survivors were on the ground floor

where they were probably shielded by all

floors and possibly r>y adjacent buikhngs.

(2) Ihe Communications Building of the

Chugoku Army Headquarters is a partly

underground concrete structure located 2,300

feet from ground zero. The occupants were

• shielded by 12 inches of concrete and 3 feet of

earth. There were no cases of radiation

disease among the 26 or more occupants.

(3) The Chugoku Electric Building is a

5-story building of reinforced concrete located

2,100 feet from ground zero. There were

casualties due to radiation on all floors on the

side near the bomb; many others on the fifth

and fourth floors and a few on the third floor.

Those people on the first and second floors

away from the bomb blast and shielded hj the

* upper floors showed no radiation disease.

(4) The City Hall which is about 5,000 feet

from ground zero showed only six possible

mild cases of radiation disease.

4. Effects on reproduction.—The Jomt Com-
mission has investigated tliis problem in relation

to the effects of radiation. Here, too, the final

data is not complete but a few impressions may be

stated.

All or nearly all pregnant women in various

stages of pregnancy who survived and who had

been within 3,000 feet of the center of the explo-

sion have had miscarriages. Even up to 6,500

feet they have had miscarriages or premature

infants who died shortly after birth.

In the group of pregnant women between 6,500

and 10,000 feet who could be traced, about one-

third have given birth to apparently normal ciiil-

dron. The remainder had not reached the term

of their ])regnancv or their i)regnancy had ter-

mii\ated prematurely. No definite efl'ects attrib-

utable to the bomb have been seen in these women.

Records of the ?Tiroshima Prefectural Health

Dejiartment reveak'd tluit 2 months after the

explosion of the bomb the incidence of miscar-

riages, aboi-tions and premature births for the

entire city, without consideration of wiiether the

women were even in the city at the time of the

bondnng, was 27 percent as compai'cd with a rate

of ai)Out 6 percent prior to the bombing. Other

factors such as malnutrition, emotional disturb-

ances and poor living conditions may play a large

part in this increase. As a matter of fact, there is

no concrete evklence upon which one can say that

radiation alone played any definite part.

Amenonhea has been a common finding

throughout Japan, especially during the last 2

years. There appears to have been an increase

in the atomic-bomb areas and from the other

clinical effects there is no doubt but that radiation

had been responsible for many cases in Hiroshima

and Nagasaki. An accurate evaluation, however,

has been impossible in \iew of the many factors

wliich might contribute to this condition.

vSperm counts done in Hiroshima by the Joint

Commission have revealed low sperm counts or

complete as])ermia for as long as 3 months after-

wards in males who were within 5,000 feet of the

center of the explosion. Effects on spermato-

genesis have also been evident among cases dying

of radiation effects. The radius of effect is

probably greater than 5,000 feet but this has not

been accurately determined at this time. Sec-

tions of ovaries from autopsied radiation victims

are also being studied. A period of years will be

required to learn the ultimate effects of mass

radiation upon reproduction.

E. RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF
VARIOUS TYPES OF INJURIES

1. There are no records available relative to the

cause of death of those who died immediately after

the bomb explosion. No doubt many of them

theoretically died many times over in that a single

person may have been subjected to several injuries

any one of which alone would have been fatal. It

is expected that radiation would not produce

immediate death, thus these deaths must be

attributed to the other injurious agents. The

Hiroshima Prefectural Health Department esti-

mated that 60 percent were due to burns (flash or
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flame), 30 percent to falling debris, aiifl 10 percent

to other injuries. Others have estimated that 50

percent resulted from burns and 50 percent to

other mechanical injuries. It is impossible to be

more e.xact in the absence of more information, but

both of these sets of figures are probably some-

where near the true proportions.

2. Of those victims who died at a later date

there were no doubt increasing numbers who suc-

cimibed to radiation effects. Table 1 shows an

analysis of the records of 1,080 patients seen in

hospital and out-patient clinics in Hiroshima.

This table shows the high incidence of radiation

sickness among casualties within the first 3,200

feet and the progressive decrease in incidence at

greater distance.

Table 1.

—

Analysis of 1,0S0 cases at Hiroshima showing
percentage of radiation effects at various distances from bomb

Distance, feet



by the triuiiiiia I'ays Imt not to n siifTicicnt cxlciil

to produce dcHnitc illness.

7. An estimate ol' the imi)ortance of the various

causes of death is as follows:
PtrcciU

a. UadiatiiMi disease 15-20

b. Flafli burns^-- 20-30

c. Secondary injuries 50-60

S. As;ain one must point out that the al)ove

estiinat(>s are based on incomplete study and that

for final analysis one should consult the comliined

report when it becomes available.

F. TREATMENT

1. As mentioned previously, the treatment of

the bomb casualties was slow and inadequate.

The Japanese y:ot some medical teams into the

areas within a few days but made no significant

jirogrcss in this direction for over a week. Even

when the teams arrived thej^ could do little as

their supplies and facilities were extremely limited.

There was no whole blood or plasma and only a

negligible (piantity of many important drugs. The

treatment furnished probably did not have any

significant eft'ect on the mortality rate.

2. Many cases coidd have been saved if facili-

ties, supplies, and personnel had been adefpiate

shortly after the bombing, although probably the

deaths from true blast efi'ects, flame burns, or

serious injuries due to collapsing structures wotdd

not have been altered appreciably. Generally

speaking, these cases died almost immediately or

else survived. Many of the flash burn cases coidd

have been saved with tremendous quantities of

plasma and parenteral fluids if ti'eatment had

begun within a few hours after the bombing.

Probably the most significant results could have

been achieved with the radiation cases. With large

quantities of whole blood and adequate supportive

treatment possibly 10 to 20 percent of those dying

of radiation might have siu-vived. However, it is

doubtful that 10 percent of all the deaths resulting

from the atomic bombs could have been saved

with the best medical care; 5 to 8 percent is

probably a more likely figure.

3. It should be noted that the American medical

groups did not conduct any studies of the treat-

ment of the atomic bomb victims. As mentioned

previously the American teams were not in the

areas untU the last 7 to 10 days of September

and by this time the occurrence of deaths from

bomb effects had almost ceased. Further, in

order to be free for the investigative work, and

in orih-r that there would be a clear understanding

of responsibilities, and because of the lack of

personnel, the arrangement with the Japanese

was that the Anunicans would not treat any eases.

The Japanese had sole responsibility for treating

bomb victims, though the American forces did

provide some medical sup|)lies and often consulted

with the Japanese relative to treatment methods.

G. NUMBER OF CASUALTIES

1. Hiroshima

The numbi'r of casualties has been vari-

ously estimated by many persons who have

studied the situation. It is clear that no

accurate counts were made and that the best

one can hop(> for is a close appro.ximation.

The assistant director of the Hiroshima Red
Cross Hospital estinuxted that 70,000 were

killed outright, that 50,000-60,000 died with-

in the next 2 months and that only about

6,000 of the city's jjopidation remained un-

injured. Col. John R. HaU, Jr., X Corps

Surgeon, has recently estimated that 47,000

died immediately, 15,000-17,000 are missing

and about 60,000 have died siiu'c the bond)-

ing from various causes.

The Joint Commission in a study of the

over-all death rates at various distances from

the bomb, has studied a large number of

school children. These children were or-

ganized into work groups and wtTe distributed

about the city doing a variety of war jobs.

Very few were actually in school at tlie time

the bomb fell. A study of these groups

(Table 3) gives some ap]}roximation of th(>

mortality at certain distances. The term

"Missnig (Unknown)" indicates that the

child's parents did not know what had be-

come of it. "Untraced (Disconnected)"

means that no member of the family could

be contacted. The computed deaths is then

based upon the assumption that all of the

"missing" were killed and that the"untraced"

suffered the same fate as the remainder at

that distance.

On the basis of the above mortality rates

the British have applied these figures to

an estimate of the population distribution

by the Japanese census office and have arrived

at a mortalitv figm-e most likely between
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70,000 and 90,000 persons. They further

estimate that an additional 100,000 were in-

jured. The death figures coincided very

closely with those arrived at by the Naval

Technical Mission to Japan, namely, 80,000.

Table 3.

—

Follow-up study of the fate of 16,718 school
children in Hiroshima located at various distances from
the center of bomb burst



revealed oligosperniia ami aspermia in maiiy (lefinite stat(>iii(Mit relative to radiation (^fleets on

pei-sons who were within 5,000 feet of j;:round zero. these hahies.

Such ettects may have extended further. Abor- 5. A review of all the evidence indicates that

tions and miscarriages were the rule in i)rei:uant there W(>re ahout 80,000 deaths in Hii-oshima and
women witliin l^.OOO feet and such elfects may have about 45,000 in Na{!:asaki as a result of the atomic

extended to <ri"eater distances. The information bond)s. The injured probably numbered 80,000-

relative to livinir babies born of mothers exposed 100,000 in Hiioshima and 50,000-60,000 in

to the effects of the bondjs is inadec|uate for any Nagasalvi.
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION
A. GENERAL

1. In evaluating the effects of aerial bombing

on environmental sanitation attention was devoted

to the public water supply, the systems of sewage

and refuse disposal, insect and rodent control,

disposal of the dead, and the standards of cleanli-

ness maintained in the dispensing of food and

drink. Data were obtained not only on the

damages incurred or on the extent of interruptions

in service, but also on the systems existing prior'

to the time of the first aerial bombardment.

Sources of information were the prefectural and

city health departments, waterworks officials, city

engineers, and at Nagasaki, the Military Govern-

ment officials. A perusal of these data was the

basis of the discussions and conclusions presented

herewith.

2. The officials concerned with environmental

sanitation were cooperative but were unable to

supply detailed records concerning their activities.

According to their statements all such records

were destroyed in the bombing. The information

obtained, while in round numbers in many cases,

appeared to be reasonably correct and sufficient

for the purpose of the Survey. In general, the

officials appeared to be still in a state of confusion

and this was admitted by some of them. Lack
of records, loss of equipment, and shortage of man-
power together with the apparent lack of aggres-

sive leadership may have been responsible in

part for this confusion. It should also be con-

sidered that many of these officials had lost their

homes and were still concerned with matters per-

taining to their own and their families' existence.

B. HIROSHIMA

1. Water supply

a. Public water supphj

The pul)lic water supply is obtained from

wells sunk m the bed of the Ota Gawa,
about 1^2 miles north of the city. The
water is filtered through uncovered slow sand

filters and under normal conditions the water

would be chloiinated before <lelivery to the

distribution systems. The capacity of the

plant was given as 26 million gallons per

day, with an average daily consumption of

17.8 million gallons, or 45 to 50 gallons per

capita. The distribution system covered the

greater part of the city and ]3rior to the bomb-
ing supplied 90 percent of the population

(estimated at 400,000).

The treatment plant had been operated

under laboratory control prior to the bombing,

but no records were available at the plant

laboratory. All records which were for-

warded to the city office and laboratory were

destroyed in the bombing. The shortage of

chlorine following the outbreak of war caused

a break down in chlorination of the water and

practically no chlorination was practiced

for some time prior to the bombing.

From such evidence as was available the

raw water from the river wells was free of

turbidity, low in organic matter, total solids,

hardness, and bacteria. It did not always

meet the standards set for finished water, which

is 50 bacterial colonies per milliliter, as de-

termined by total count on nutrient agar in-

cubated at 37° C. for 24 hours, and no coli-

form organisms in one milliliter, as determined

by colonies on Endo medium incubated at

37° C. for 24 hours.

No information was available on the

bacterial content of the water as delivered to

the system during the p(>riods just prior to and

since the bombing. During these periods,

however, even in the absence of chlorination

it is believed that the water as delivered to

the system was and is still of safe quality.

No alternate' plans were made for sup-

plyirg drinking water in the city in case of

bombing, reliance being placed ujjon th(>

numerous wells existing throughout the city.

Damage to the water system due to the

bombing was primarily in the distribution

system. Damage to the ])um])iug and treat-

ment i)lants was not sulficieiit to interfere

greatly with tiieir operations. Considerable

damage occurred in the pUint laboratory' and

much of the equij)nient made unserviceabh'.

Damage to the distribution system in the

city was mainly to the building and house

service connections, the only major break

in the large mains occurring at a rivei- bridge

crossing.

The service pipes to practically all de-

stroyed buildings were broken or leaking,

following the explosion. It was estimated
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that tluTo wi'ir ajiproximatcly 70,000 of thps(\

Notliiiig liad IxH'ii doiu' up to the date of the

Survoy to shut off tlioso broken services and

prevent the excessive loss of water.

At the time of the Survey the treatment

plant was o|)crating normally, imt no labora-

tory woik had been carrieil on since the

bonii)in_<r. althouoh the dama,i;e to the labora-

torv was not such as to warrant more than a

few ilays break in cniiyinji- on essential

examinations.

Tlic whole plant was untidy, perhaps due

in part to the dilhculty of obtaining labor

and necessary materials. The amount of

water being delivered to the city was approxi-

mately 15 million gallons per day, the major

part of which was being wasted through

broken service pipes. The water pressure in

the city had dropped to about 15 pounds per

squiire inch anil little or no water was reachuig

the undamaged sections of the city. It was

stated that the booster station supplying the

higher sections of the city was put out of

service by the ty])hoon and was inoperative

at the time of the survey (Fig. 50).

In general, therefore, the water supply

as delivered from the treatment plant was

probably safe but was not available to a

considerable part of the existuig populated

sections. The low pressure and the large

number of leaky services made backflow

possible (Fig. 51).

A complete description of the physical

woi'ks and the bond) damage sustained is

contained in the report on physical damage at

Hiroshima.

b. Private wafer supplies

At Hiroshima, as in all the coastal cities,

shallow wells of both the dug anil driven type

abound. No estimate could be obtained as

to the number of wells, but it was stated that

wells were accessible to So percent of the

population. Based on the number of wells

reported in other cities, there probably are

at least 15,000 in Hiroshima. These wells

varied in depth from 20 to 40 feet, dependuig

upon the topogi-aphy. The larger buildings,

hospitals, and factories generally had drilled

wells to supplement the city supply and these

were 300 feet or more in depth.

It was stated that the water from these

shallow wells was not vised to any extent for

drinking in tlie delta area of the city but was

used for all ])uri)()ses in the outskirts and in

the higher sections. In general, the shallow

wells were fairly well protected from surface

|)ollution and the pumps used were of the

force-pump type. It is questionable if these

shallow wells were safe for drinking ])urposes,

however. No infornmtion was availalile as

to the water quality.

In the i)ombed area all shallow wells were

])iit out of service due to the debris and to

the lu'at damage to pumps. These wells

therefore ceased to be any liealth menace

following the bombing.

:S. Sewage and waste disposal

a. Public sewerage

The city has a sewerage system di'aiTiing

about 80 percent of the city, discharging the

sewage without treatment through 40 outlets

into the numerous rivers flowing through the

city. These sewers carry very little human
excreta.

As in other Japanese cities, water-carriage

building systems existed only in the larger

buildings, hotels, and perhaps a limited num-

ber of the more pi'etentious homes, but no

estimate of the number of buildings having

such systems was obtainable. Very few if

any of these systems discharge directly to the

sewers but rather to settling tanks from wliich

the effluent passes to the sewers. Informa-

tion obtained as to the number of buildings

from which night soil was collected would

indicate that there were very few houses

having water-carriage systems. Waste water

from the households discharged to drains from

which it reached the sewers through catch

basins.

The elevation of the city is sucii that

gravity flow of sewage to the rivers is not

possible, requiring pumping and the use of

tide and flood gates on the sewei- outlets.

The system has 14 sewage lift-pumping sta-

tions with 3 motor-driven i)umps at eacli

station. The pumping equipment in 7 of the

stations was destroyed by the bombing with

some damage to the remaining 7. The

typhoon of 17 .September caused additional

damage beyond that caused by the bond).
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Figure 50.—Treatment plant. Publii unci supply. Slow sand filter unwaiered and in

process ot being cleaned.

Figure 51.—Flush-type fire hydrant in street. Water on to supply domestic needs. Note
low pressure and opportunity for back syphonage.
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Soino :>.') to 4 scjiiare miles of the city was

flooded due to fnilure of the sewajie pumping
stations ntid control siates, damaged by t'le

bombing, to function. This f]o<iding piobably

ilelayed to some extent rehabilitation of

service structures.

A complete description of the sewerage

sj'stem and the damage sustained by the

bombing will be found in the i('|)ort oi the

physical damage at Hiroshima.

b. Xighf soil coUiction and disjiosnl

As stated under the heading of sewerage,

few if any households discharge human
excreta to the sewer system due to the univer-

sal use of night soil as fertiliz(>r. Benjos

(piivies) were used in each household and as

is usual in Japan were an integral part of the

house. The statenu'nt was made that all

these were eciuippei! with watertight con-

tainers. Observations woukl indicate, how-

ever, that more j)rimitive types were in use

in the poorer class of households.

The number of households having Benjos

of the above described type was given as

80,000. The number of buildmgs equipped

with holdings or settling tanks was not ol)-

tainable.

Collection of night soil was made by the

city, although collection by farmers was per-

mitted, the latter collectmg from about 30

percent of the households. The content of

the privies was dipped and placed in the

universal type of covered wooden buckets.

Collection was made by the city on a semi-

monthly schedule. The amount collected by
the city averaged 48,000 gallons per month.

The night soil collected by the city was
stored in covered concrete tanks located on

the water front and later transported and

sold to farmers. The plan was to hold the

night soil at least 30 days before its final

disposition. The storage tanl\S, of which

there were 20, were concrete, includmg the

cover. Each taidv had a ca])acity of 64,000

gallons. Inspection indicated that oidy three

tanks were in use or had been used and that

the installation as a whole was relatively

new. Night soil from the storage tanks was
delivered by the city to the farmers either

by truck or boat and a charge made. The

bombing destroyed all the collection cfjuip-

nu'ut and no collections have been made in

the undamaged section of the city since the

l)ond)ing. The stoi-age tanks were not dam-
aged l)ul some recondilioning of the boats

woukl be rc()uir-c(l before their use.

Since the boml)ing, dis])osal of night soil

has been the responsibility of the house-

holder. Official recommendations were made
that msofar as possible night soil shoidd be

used as fertilizer on the small war gardejis.

This recommendation had also been made
prior to the bombing.

Prior to the l)omI)ing thei-e wei-c 46 public

comfort stations but none of these was con-

nected to the sewers. At the time of the

survey there were between 20 and 30 avail-

able. Some of these were of an emergency
type and consisted simply of rough shelters

with shallow pits.

It is believed that the health hazard

existmg prior to the bombing because of the

methods of dis])osal of night soil was greatly

mtensifiecl in the occupied sections of the

city followmg the bombing.

c. Garbage and refuse collection and dispo.ml

Garbage- and trash-collection service was
maintained by the city prior to the bombing
and collections were made on a once- to

twicc-pcr-week schedule. For the purpose

of collection and disjjosal, the city was
divided into five districts. Disposal was
made to a low^ meadowland near the rivers,

one in each district. From time to time the

rotted garbage from w-hich trash had been

removed was disposed of to farmers for use

as fertilizer. This method of disposal cei'-

tauily tended toward the creation of fly-

breeding places as well a? rodent problems.

No information was available as to the

amounts of garbage and refuse collected by
the city.

The collection ec|uipment was destroyed by
the bombing and no attempt had been made
to resume service in the undestroyed areas

by the time of the Survey. Again, as in the

case of night soil, disposal of garbage and
refuse has become the duty of the individual

householdei- oi' the community group.
^
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3. Milk and food sanitation

a. Milk sujjjily

The amount of milk used under normal

conditions is so small as to make its control

of little importance from a health standpoint.

Milk is available only for the use of infants

and pregnant women and then, only on a

physician's prescription. Prior to the bomb-

ing the amount of milk consumed in the city

was about .570 gallons per day. All milk was

pasteurized, using the holding method for 30

mmutes at 63° C. The milk was pasteurized

at two plants within the city and ui others

outside the city.

Inspection was carried on through the

Prefectural Health Department and all dairies

and plants are h'spected twice each month.

Laboratory control was also main.tained

through the Prefe<'tural Health Department.

The bombing destroyed both of the pas-

teurization plants within the city although

one had resumed partial operations at the

time of the survey. The amount of milk

being consumed at the time of the survey was

given as 430 gallons per day.

Inspection of the dairies and existing pas-

teurization plants continued after the bomb-

ing on about the same schedule as before.

h. Food sanitation:

Food inspection, including abattoirs, was

carried on under the Prefectural Health

Department and has continued as before the

bom})ing in the prefecture and the city beyond

the bomb-damaged area.

It was claimed that the inspection included

both the inspection of food as to ciuality and

sanitary inspection of the food places. The

number of inspectors employed in both food

and milk control within the prefecture prior

to the bombing was 30. The number em-

ployed normally within Hiroshima proper was

not ascertainable.

4. Insect and rodent control

At the time of the survey the prevalence of

flies during the fly season could only be estimated.

The method of disposal of night soil, garbage,

and other waste would indicate a rather wide

prevalence. No control was exercised by the

health authorities.

It was stated that there was an apparent

increase in fly prevalence immediately following

the bombing but the destruction of fly-breeding

places and food material by the bombuig would
]

indicate that in the bombed area particularly

there should have Ijeen no more than a temporary
increase.

Mosquitoes were prevalent prior to the bomb-
ing but no attempt was made i)y the city toward

control. The excessive number of small static

water containers and, after the bombing, the

standing water from leaky service pipes should

account for excessive mosquito problems. It was
stated that dengue and malaria were not prob-

lems and that no attempt had been made since

the bombing to exercise any control over mosquito

breeding. No information was ol)tain(>d as to

the types of mosquitoes normally present.

Little information could be obtained on the

relative prevalence of rodents prior to the l)omb-

ing since no control was exercised by the city.

It was stated, however, that if plague should

occur, active measures would bi' midertaken to-

ward rat extermination.

No rats were observed during the period of

the survey and it is believed that the percent re-

duction in rat population was at least equal to

the percentage of the city destroyed l)y the bomb-
ing. \Miile harborages existed within the bombed
area, the absence of food material made the area

unattractive to rats.

5. Disposal of dead

The bodies of all bomb victims were cremated;

no mass burials were made. The delay in dispos-

ing of dead bodies cannot be considered to have

created any potential health hazards.

6. Evacuation

The evacuation of school children in the spring

of 1945 was carried out in conformance with a

national program. Firebreaks within the city

were made and a considerable number of build-

ings destroyed. The dispossessed population was

forced to find other habitation within or without

the city. No information was obtainal)le as to

the number leaving the city.

It was stated, however, that between the first

evacuation movement and the time of the bomb-

ing, there appeared to be more or less movement
of groups of the population, including children,

in and out of the city. Consequently, the num-
ber of school children and others who were

actually in evacuation areas at the time of the

boml)ing was indeterminate. Following the

bombing there was naturally a mass evacuation

into the prefecture to the north of the city, but
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there appeared to be little int'oiiiiatiou on the

number of evacuees that remained within tiie

prefecture. It should he home in mind that a

considerable evacuation from Kui-e in the same

prefectiu'e has taken ])lace following the homhing

of that city on 1 .hdy 1945.

7. Com men tit

Lack of records on the oceurrcncc of com-

numieahle diseases since the bondiing make it

impossible to state what effect the interference

with sanitary service had upon the prevalence of

these diseases. There ajjparently was some in-

crease in dysentery but health authorities were

imcertain as to the extent or the probable cause.

At the time of the survey, evacuees were

hegimiing to return to the city and occupj^ make-
>hift habitations. According to health officials,

these evacuees believed that the chances of shelter

and food were better m the citj' than in the

evacuation areas where they had worn out their

welcome. This movement back to the citj' may
introduce additional local health problems.

From the standpomt of sanitation and the

effect upon the services considered essential for

maintenance of good sanitary conditions in a city,

there appeared to be littls difference in the effect

of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and the

urban area bombing of other cities in Japan.

C. NAGASAKI
1. Wafer supply

a. Public vmter supply

The public water supph' of Nagasaki con-

sisted of 4 impounding reservoirs located

on the southern, eastern, and northern out-

skirts of the city. Water from 4 of these

reservoirs, known as Kogakura, Hongochi-

high, Hongochi-low and Xisiyama-high, was
treated by slow sand filtration and post

chlorination in 4 independent plants iiaving

a combined capacity of 10,230,000 gallons

per day. Flow was by gravity into the dis-

tribution system from storage reservoirs at the

plants. These reservoirs had served the city

for 56 years, beginning in 1889, and the sup-

ply had been adequate e.xcept during periods

of severe drought such as occurred in 1939-40

(Figs. 52 and 53).

In August of 1940 construction was be-

gun on a fifth reservoir and plant known as

the Urakami supply. Treatment was to

consist of coagulation, rapid sand filtration,

and ))osL chloiination. Because of the short-

age of laboi- and materials, however, tlie plant

was never com|)leted, with the exception of

two of the sLx filters which were cquipiKMl and
housed in a temporary wooden building.

Thus the available supply was increased to

13.3 million gallons per day, which on the

basis of 220,000 persons served, was equiva-

lent to 60 gallons per capita per day. The
total consumption at that time was appi-oxi-

mately 10,000,000 gallons per day \\liicli is

equivalent to 45 gallons per capita |)er day,

a quantity considerably smaller than expe-

rienced in United States cities of comi)arable

size. It should be remembered, however,

that the Japanese system of plumbing is such

that very little water is required for flushing

purposes. Furthermore, there were an esti-

mated 10,000 private wells scattered through-

out the city which were available to some
50,000 persons as sources of water, particu-

larly for laundry and cleaning purposes.

Hence, with the additional supply made a \a li-

able by operation of the two rapid filters, the

quantity of water was probal)ly ample for

maintaining the usual standard of cleanliness

from the standpoint of pul)lic health.

Explosion of the atomic bomb on 9 Au-
gust 1945 caused the collapse of the tempo-

rary building housing the two filters, dam-
age to the equipment, and destruction of the

power lines necessary for operation of the

pumps for lifting the water from the clear

well to distribution system. But since the

other reservoirs and plants were not damaged
by this blast and since the population of the

city was materially reduced at that time, a

shutdown of this plant did not result in a

water shortage.

In regard to quality of water, little data

could be obtained from records of past

analyses since the laboratory building and

equipment, including most of the records,

were destroyed by fire following the an- raids.

Information obtained from the water depart-

ment indicated the raw water impounded in

the reservou-s to be relatively free from pollu-

tion. The filters w?re operated at rates con-

sidered within the ranges of good practice for

water of this character and all water was pur-

ported to be chlorinated at an average rate

of 0.5 parts per million before storage.
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Figure 52
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Figure 5 3.—Sand filter beds and covered storage
reservoir. Hongochi-high water plant, Nagasaki.

Figure 54.—Loading "honey buckets" of night soil on canal boats for transportation to rural areas,

Nagasaki.
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Table 4.

—

Monthly average of

B. Coli and Residtial Chlorine.

daily bacterial count,

Hongochi—high plant
Hongochi—high reservoir



vou's. Henci', it is iloiibttul w lu'tlicr the (|ual-

ity of wator was si-riously iini)airo(! ovoii

thougli chloiination wasdiscontimicd entirely,

particularly in the ease of those sui)plies

treated hy slow sand filtration.

In addition to the daniaties already men-

tioned, the flapani'se ollieials rei)orted a total

of 17 hreaUs in the main feeder pipes of

the distriliulion system, numerous l)reaks ill

the .-mailer laterals, and apjiroxiiuately r),000

breaks in iiouse service Unes. High-explosive

bombs (lrop})ed j^rior to 9 August \\ere respon-

sible for Ifi breaks in pij^es of the distribution

system and 12 ailditional lireaks occurred as a

result of the 9 August atomic bomb, all of tlie

latter Ixnng within 850 yards of grouiul zero.

Most of these bi'eaks were in the nature of

fractur(>s to llu' east -iron ])i])e where it had

been laid on filled ground, due to the impact

of the explosion being transmitted in the form

of earth pressure. In some places, however,

pipe joints were loosened by the impact and

the luie was open to leakage. The damages

to house sers'ice lines were in the nature of

breaks caused b_v fire and destruction of the

buildings. These breaks resulted in a tre-

mendous loss of water and a disabling reduc-
• tion in pressure until the line could be shut

off or the break repaired. Water officials

attempted to provide water to the stricken

area before repairing the breaks Init the pres-

sure was too low and the efi'ort was given up
as hopeless. It was estimated that damage to

the mains was repaired within 2 weeks after

the raid and that most of the breaks in house

services were repaired within a month. How-
ever, many house lines were observed to be

lealung at the time of this survey and it is

believed that many more breaks were buried

in the debris. The estimate of 10,000,000

gallons per day water consumption at that

time would tend to verify the behef that much
leakage was occurring. No attempt was made
to disinfect the repaired sections of pipe nor

were samples collected to determine whether

the water was bacterially satisfactory before

placing the line in ser\'ice.

Insofar as health hazards are concerned

it is believed that the water supply was not

seriously affected as a result of bomb dam-
age. Loss of the Urakami supply would have

been a serious factor had not the industrial

activities and jioiiulation been reduced at the

same time. However, since th(>se decreases

did occur the remaining four supplies |)ro\ ided

suflieient water for sanitation purposes and

since these su|)|)lies were not damaged, the

water was of no worse (|uality llian before the

air raids look place.

The lack of chlorine for disinfection was
somewhat of a factor in that good practice

would dictate an increase in dosage during

and following an air raid to i)rovide an a<ldi-

lional faeloi- of safety in protecting the water

in the distribution pipes against contaTnina-

tion resulting fioin baekMow of ])olluled water.

Where bicaks in the distr'ibut ion system oc-

curred then^ was a definite o])poi'tnnity for

polluted water to be drawn into the system

because of the dro]) in pi-essure. But if such

]jollution did occur, it apparently iia<l no

disastrous results as no major epidemic of

water-borne disease that could be traced to

the water supply was evident.

6. Prmite water supply

In the event that the main supply was

destroyed, city officials planned to use the

fO,000 private wells scattered throughout the

city as a source of drinking water. These

dug wells were approximately 3 feet in

diameter and 10 to 30 feet deep. Some were

provided with hand pumps, others with ropes

and buckets. No particular attem])t was

made to protect the wells against contamina-

tion. About .50 percent had wooden covers

but for the most part these were not tight

fitting. Samples of water from these wells

collected durmg a survey by city officials and

students of the local medical college in October

1944 indicated 80 percent to be polluted. At

that time the various owners were notified of

the conditions and warned to boil the water

bi'fore using. Had it been necessary to use

these wells as an emergency source of drinking

water, city officials intended to treat them

with chlorinated lime before allowing distri-

bution to the people.

2. Sewage and waste dispoxal:

a. Public sewerage

The city had no sewerage system for tlu;

collection and disposal of sewage other than

street gutter drains for collection of run-oft"

water. These drains were also used for the

collection of laundrv water and other similar
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wastes excepting fecal material. They dis-

charged into the local canals and contributed

considerably to the pollution of these canals

as evidenced by the appearance of the waters

therem. Sewage from some of the larger

buildings was also conveyed by drains and
discharged into the canals. Buildhigs of the

University Medical Center and hospital,

however, were served by a large septic tank,

the contents of wliicii were i-emoved periodi-

cally and buried.

b. NUiht soil collection and disposal

Fecal material from residences was collected

in pit privies (Benjos) located adjacent to

the houses and usually constructed integral

with them. Prior to the first aerial attacks,

night soil was collected by a private con-

tractor and hauled to rural areas whei-e it

was sold to farmers for use as fertilizer. After

the bombing of 9 i^ugust collection was dis-

continued because equipment was destroyed,

and was not resumed until the middle of

Septendjer wlien the city boriowed two trucks

from the United States military forces and
hired a force of about 40 farmers to do the
work. In the meantime, householders were
forced to dispose of the material as best they
could, which usually meant removing it from
the toilet vaults and l)urvijig it or using it for

fertilizer on the small gardens adjacent to their

homes. Farmers also collected the material
from some of the homes in theoutlyingdistricts

but they could not be depended upon for

unuiterrupted service (Fig. 54).

Because of the interruption in collection

of this material, a definite health hazaid
existed within the city. Since the people
could not be relied upon to dispose of the
wastes properly, when the toilet vaults were
permitted to overflow or when the material
was dumped onto vacant areas or spread as

fertilizer upon vegetable gardens, insanitary

conditions existed. This condition was fav-

orable for the spread of disease by insects and
rodents and by the consumption of contami-
nated food by humans. It is believed, there-

fore, that the destruction of men and equip-
ment ])y the bombing and the subsequent
delay in proper disposal of night soil were
responsible for the existence of a majoi' public

health hazard.

c. Garbage and rejtise collection and disposal

Garbage and refuse from homes and com-
mercial establishments was deposited in non-
uniform wooden boxes, some of which were
provided with covers as specified by the

municipality. The city was divided into 3

sections and a force of 60 city employees col-

lected the material at Ij-day intervals using

about 50 open box-type 2-wheeled carts.

The material was hauled to the dock area

\\here it was dumped into barges and trans-

ported to an island outside the harbor for

incineration. Because of the peculiar eating

iiabits of the Japanese there was very little

garbage and most of the material collected

was burnable or inorganic. An estimated

total of 90 to 100 tons of this material

was collected each day, which on the basis of

250,000 population was equivalent to approx-
imately three-quarters of a pound per person

per day. Experience in United States cities

indicates a quantity of npproximately twice

that amount.

Since many of the vehicles used in collect-

ing the refuse were destroyed and man power
was reduced by bombing, collection of the

material was discontinued after the 9 August
attack. Officials stated that only 6 vehicle's

and 20 workmen were available for collection

at the time of this survey. Preparations

were being made at that time by military

forces for resuming the collection and disposal

jjrogram. In the meantime the people were
disposing of the material by dumping on
vacant areas or by burning. Because of the

food shortage very little organic material ac-

cumulated in the form of garbage and it does

not appear that a serious health hazard existed

as a result of the interruption in collection.

3. Milk and food sanitation

a. Milk supply

Milk was not an important factor in the

spread of disease cither before or after the

bombing. Before the war there were approx-

imately 15 dairies with a total of 150 cows
supplying in the neighborhood of 400 gallons

of milk per day. One pasteurization plant

was operated utilizing the "low temj)erature

process" whereby the millc was held at a

temperature of 63° to G5° C. (145 to 149° F.),

for a period of 30 minutes. This process

compares favorably with the United States
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prac'tifc of pastcurizinsi; at 140° F. for iiO

iniiuiti's. The milk was reported to bo l)ottl('(l

hofoiT pastmirization which is coutrary to

practice in the United States hut whicli,

nevertlielcss. was a recoiiiii/.ed ])ractice in

Japan. Low l)actiTia counts (inuler AO.OOO

per nil.) were clainuHJ but it is ([uestionahle

whether this quality was maintained. Be-

cause of the extreme shortairc of milk, it was

not available to the public l)ut only to m-
fants, in\alids, or nursing mothers on a

physician's prescription.

As a result of aerial bombing, seven or

eight ilairies and the pasteurization plant

were ih'Stroyeil. This, of course, stopped the

supply of i)astcurized milk and reduced the

raw milk supply to about ")0 percent of pro-

bombing level. Health officials were some-

what concernotl about this loss and intended

to arrange for importation of a supply snili-

cient for the needy. However, since the pre-

war quantity was so small, the loss in supply

is not consideroii to be a serious public health

factor.

b. Food sanitaiion

Insofar as the I'lfects of bombing on

handling of other foods is concerned, it is

difficult to arrive at any conclusion. Before

bombing, 1 slaughter house was operated for

the butchering of approxmiately 150 head of

cattle, sheep, pigs, goats, and horses per

month. This building was damaged by the

atomic bomb but not seriously and could be

operated if necessary. However, it was

reported that many animals were slaughtered

after the first bombing in anticipation of the

country being occupied by United States

troops. It was rumored that the invading

military forces would confiscate the animals,

so the Japanese felt that a pre-invasion

slaughter would not only add to their food

supply but would deprive the invading forces

as w^eU.

Thi-ee artificial ice plants m the city sup-

plied ice for food preservation, most of it

being used for refrigerating fish during transit

to other cities in Japan. Two of these plants

were destroyed by bombing but the third was
operating at the time of this survey. The
loss of the two plants was not important

since the fishing industry had been greatly re-

stricted during the war and the one remaining

plant was able to produce a suflicient ((uantity

of ice for refrigeration of the small amount to

fish being shipped.

4. Insect and rodent control

No regulations wore in effect relative to tlie

control of insects or rodents in either the city or

the i)rcfccture. Some control measures wori>

practiced before the war in the way of spraying

toilet buildings with kerosene against flies and

setting traps or poison baits for rats. During the

war, however, these materials became very scarce

and it was necessary to curtail fiy-control measures

and to depend upon cats for preventing an increase

in the rat population.

Another factor indirectly effective in the con-

trol of rats was a government directive which

required the removal of wooden ceiling boards

from the interior of houses in anticipation of

bombing as a measure in preventing the spread

of lire. In removing these boards, rat harborages

between ceiling and roof were eliminated and the

rodents were driven into the open where they

were killed by the people or by neighborhood

cats. It was also reported that the bombings

and resultant fires were eflective in reducing the

i-at population. After the aerial attacks, the re-

maining cats were apparently effective in the con-

trol of rat breeding, as no increase in rodent

population was observed by city or prefectural

officials. Actually, since the scrap food supply

was very small, no increase was anticipated.

District supervisors of the Nagasaki Prefec-

tural Health Department explained the situa-

tion this way: "During the first attacks with HE
bombs, the cats ran away from the city and many
rats were killed by burns and falling debris. Now
the cats are coming back and are seeking homes

with the people who will feed them, sometimes

four or five to a family. The rats that weren't

killed are also seeking food and harborages in the

unbombed areas where the cats are residing and

are quickly destroyed."

Flies and other msects, however, present a se-

rious problem. After the bombmgs, and particu-

larly after the 9 August attack, before the clean-up

campaign had begun under supervision of the

military government, flies were breeding profusely

in toilet pits, garbage and refuse dumps, and other

accumulations of organic material. The hundreds

of small basins and receptacles for storage of water

for fire protection also afforded breeding places for

mosquitoes. Pools of rain water accumulatuig in
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the ruins of bombed-out areas, roadside ditches,

depressions in cemeteries, and other simihir phices

also afforded breeding places for these insects.

Although mosquito-borne diseases had not been

very prevalent in Japan during i)rewar days, they

constitute a serious threat to the public health

and the increase in mosquito population should be

considered a detrimental effect of aerial bombing.

The situation relative to increased fly breed-

ing is much more serious. As pointed out in the

discussion under sewage disposal, the accumula-

tions of night soil in bombed out areas and the

overflowing pits or improper disposal of this

material in unbombcd areas presented the oppor-

tunity for disease producing organisms to be

picked up and spread by insects. Hence with an

increase in the Jiumber of insects, the situation

becomes greatly amplified and although the fly

population had not reached an alarming mnnber at

the time of this survey, the accumidation of filth

were a potential menace to the health of the people.

5. Dispoml of dead

The procedure for disposal of the dead after

aerial bombardment is stated in detail in the report

of the Civilian Def(>nse Division, United States

Strategic Bombing Survey and need not be re-

peated here. As was customary in prewar days,

the bodies of those killed by air raids or of those

dying from injuries were cremated. When the

permanent crematories did not have sufficient

capacity for disposal of all the bodies such as after

the 9 August raid, many bodies were cremated on

piles of scrap lumber set afire for the occasion. A
lapse of 20 days after the 9 August bombing was
estimated for the disposal of those killed ami an

additional 30 days for those who died from injuries.

Military government officials expn-ssed the opinion

that many bodies were buried in the debris at the

time of this survey.

The time interval of 20-30 days before the

l)odies were cremated may have led to insanitary

conditions but it was not believed to have created

a definite health hazard.

D. SUMMARY
1. Even before the destruction by the atomic

bombs, there had been considerable damage to

sanitary facilities at Hiroshima and Nr^ 'saki

from aerial bombing. The loss of equipmenc and
manpower used in the Japanese system of night

soil disposal had ])(>rhaps the most serious effect

because it became impossible to prevent accu-

mulations of the material in both bombed and
unbomlx'd portions of the cities. These accu-

mulations were reservoirs of disease producing

organisms and provided l)ree(ling places for flies

and other insects. As a result, seriously insani-

tary conditions were created, with the situation

ripe for the spread of disease.

2. Damages to jjulJic water siq^plies, such as

breaks in the distribution system for house serv-

ices, also created an opportunity for epidemics of

water-borne diseases. These breaks, with con-

sequent drops in. pressure, provided an avenue for

pollution to enter the system. Until they are

repaired and normal operation is resinned, they

continue to be a potential health hazard. The
lack of dismfectants, caused by the destruction

of manufacturing or shipping facilities, enJianced

the opportunity for the spread of infection occur-

ring in this manner.

3. Because of the damage to water distribu-

tion systems it was necessary to shut oft' the supply

in some of the damaged areas and in certain

inhabited sections of the cities. Thus the people

in these areas were forced to use shallow wells as

a source of drmking water. It is difficult to

determine whether a serious health hazard was i

introduced as a result of this. Man.y of the wells

were undoubtedly contaminated l)ut the Japanese

custom of drinking tea prepared from boiled

water probably diminished the hazard. This also

applies to the use of water from the public sup-

plies, if , contamuiation had taken place in the

distribution system.

4. Garbage- and refuse-collection scheduk-s were

entirely suspended, but because of the decreased

quantities of these materials, no serious insanitary '

conditions existed.

5. Insect and rodent control programs were

not carried on by the municipalities either before

or after the bombings. The rodent populations

were apparently diminished in both cities, but

tiiere were increases in the number of mosquitoes,
j
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V. FOOD SUPPLY AND NUTRITION

A. EFFECT ON FOOD SUPPLIES

1. Prior to the war both Nagasaki and Hiro-

shima prefectures were deficit food prochicinii-

areas. In 1939, accordiiis: to Army Service

Forces Manual M 354-7. the production of rice

in Nagasaki prefecture left a deficit of 271 pounds

per person per year, as compared with a national

deficit of 67 pounds. The total milk production

in this prefecture for 1936 amounted to only 1.43

pound per person (compared to the apparent con-

sumption for all Japan of 8.74 pounds and for the

United States of 43S pounds for the same year).

No butter \\as produced in Nagasaki in 1936.

Similarly, the year's production of soybeans

amounted to 13.41 pomads per person in 1939 as

compared to a national average production of

11.54 pounds per person and a national avez'age

consumption of about 36 pounds per person. Egg
production amounted to about 27 eggs per person

per year and the meat products obtained from all

cattle, hogs and horses slaughtered amounted to

about 3.4 poiuids per person per year. Nagasaki

was a major fish-producing area, the average an-

nual yield of fish for the 1935-39 period amount-

ing to 312.75 pounds per person (the average per

person consumption of fish in Japan was 95

pounds m 1936).

Aimy Service Forces Manual AI 354-21 esti-

mates that caloric value of the aggi-egate annual

production of foodstuft's in this prefecture (1935,

1937 and 1939) at 1,323 million calories. Usmg
the estimated Japanese national intake of 2,150

calories per person per day and the 1940 census

figure for the popidation of Nagasaki (1,370,063),

the normal food consumption is calcidated to be

about 2,946 million calories. On this basis it

appeals that Nagasaki prefecture normally pro-

duced only about 45 percent of the foodstuffs nec-

essary to meet the caloi'ic lequdi-enients of this

popidation.

2. The situation in Hiroshima was similar, ex-

cept that this prefectuie was not a major fish-

producing area.

3. Although Hu-oshim.a prefectuie contamed,

in 1939, 2.56 percent of the population of Japan
proper, it had only 2.2 percent of the total rice

acreage and 1.7 percent of the wheat acreage in

Japan. The^rice deficit in 1939 was 199 pounds

per person. Tlie cultivated aci'eage per farm

household in 1939 was 1.5 (Nagasaki, 2.1) while

the national aveiage was 2.7.

4. It is apparent that both Nagasaki and Hiro-

shima depended to a very considerable extent

upon unports of food to meet the basic require-

ments of their populations and that the length

of time that they coidd provide their people's

needs in the absence of such imports depended

greatly upon the nature, size, and availability of

food stores, and the character and efficiency of

their food-distribution systems. There was little

possibility of increasing food production suffi-

ciently to make up a major proportion of the food

lost through the cutting oft" of imports; although it

was possible to make some products more avadable

for local consiunption as food by discontinuing

their export and various non-food uses.

5. The stocks of rice on hand normally varied

considerably from spring to autinnn. For ex-

ample, in Nagasalvi the stocks on 1 July 1939

amounted to 35,407 tons; on 1 September to

26,922; and on 1 November 1939, to 6,753 tons.

The wartime situation regarding rice stocks until

1945 compared reasonably well with that of 1939,

as indicated by stocks on 31 October 1944 which

amoimted to 6,355.5 tons (Food Control Bureau

of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry).

There were poor crops in 1944 and 1945 and a

destructive typhoon in the autumn of 1945.

Because of these factors and the progressive

deterioration of transportation throughout the

war, serious inroads were made on food stocks

during the last year of the war. Rice stocks

under government control in Nagasald prefecture

on 1 August 1945 totaled 13,567 tons, less than

half the amount on hand in the same month in

1939. On 5 October 1945, stocks under the

control of the Allied Military Government totaled

only about 1,809 tons. Undoubtedly, neither the

Japanese government nor the Allied Military

Government possessed complete data on the rice

stocks in Nagasaki prefecture, but it seems ob-

vious that serious depreciation of stocks existed

at the end of the war.

6. The bombing, because of the resultant admin-

istrative disorganization, disruption of transporta-

tion, and destruction of retail outlets and stocks,

was responsible for a considerable part of the
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stock depletion discovered by the Allied Military

Government. However, the loss of food stocks

due to destruction by bombing was relatively

insignificant in both Nagasaki and Hu-oshima.

The destruction of rice stocks in Nagasaki in

August 1945 amounted to only 5.54 percent of

government-controlled stocks on hand in that

area on the first of that month. The destruction

by bombing of food stocks under government
control and in the hands of the local food corpora-

tions is given in Tables 5 and 6. Additional data

on food destruction by bombing, obtained from
the Miso (soybean paste) and Slioyu (soybean

sauce) industries are given in Tables 7 and S.

Table 5.

—

Bomb damage to stocks of staple foods, 1945

Table 8.

—

Food stocks of the Shoyu Industry damaged by
bombing

(Includes stocks belonging to local food corporation as well as
government control]
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the 1944-45 Japanese diet was inferior, as it

included very small amounts of proteins of high

biological value. Both foods of animal origin

and soybeans were scarce during the last years

of the war.

18. Soybeans did not prove to be as valuable

an alternate source of good-ciuality protein as the

Japanese govermnent had hoped. The bean
requires prolonged cooking (4-5 hours) to make its

protein fully available and to make it palatable

to the consumer. With the severe shortage of

fuel that developed during the war, and the

destruction of homes and facilities by bombing,
the average Japanese found it necessary or con-

venient to boil his soybeans and rice in one pot

at one time, cooking the mixture just long enough
to make the rice palatable, about 30 minutes.

Since they did not like the taste of the soybean
when cooked for this short time, many Japanese
failed to consume their rations of this potentially

important source of high-grade protein.

19. The atomic bombing of Nagasaki and Hiro-

shima destroyed a large number of i-etail food

outlets, destroyed and disrupted homes, severely

damaged local transportation and disorganized

administration. Thus a new phase of acute,

severe food deprivation began for many people.

B. EFFECT ON NUTRITION
1. A report of the Physicians' Association of

Japan for the first nine months of 1945, prepared

from montlily reports of the District Physicians'

Associations (obtained from the Japanese Institute

of Public Health) state that beriberi, night

blindness and "^mdei'nourishment," particularly

among chOdren, increased during the year in

both Nagasaki and Hiroshima. In addition,

"war swelling" and malnutrition of infants, due
to lack of mothers' milk, were problems in Naga-
saki. No data and no indication of the prevalence

of these conditions are given.

2. Because of the destruction of medical records

and facilities and the disruption of medical serv-

ices by the bombing in both Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, data on the incidence of malnutrition

and specific deficiency diseases are not available.

However, even though the great majority of the

people in both cities appear to be well enough
nourished to carry on the activities expected of

them (5-9 November 1945) both the incidence

and severity of malnutrition have been increasing

since 1943 and are still increasing.

3. Doctor Tsumu-a of the Prefectural Health
Department noted an increase in the mcidence of

deficiency diseases in Hiroshima between the

time of the bombing on 6 August and the time

of the visit of the medical team of the United
States Strategic Bombing Survey (5-9 November
1945). Hiroyoshi Isuda, Chief of the Division

of Infectious Diseases, Prefectural Health De-
partment, considers malnutrition to be partly re-

sponsible for the many cases of diarrhea occuriing

in Hiroshuna since the bombing. It has also been
noted that convalescence from ordinary Ulness is

unusually prolonged in many ]:)eople (Takubo
Shingo, Assistant Cluef, Hiroshima Food Office).

Father Siemes, Novitiate of the Society of Jesus

in Nagatsuka, who observed and administered to

many of those wounded in the atomic bombing
of Hiroshuna, noted that "many of the wounded
also died because they had been weakened by
undernoin-ishment and consecjuently lacked in

strength to recover."

4. Doctor Akizuki, physician to the Urakami
iiospital in Nagasaki, stated that during the war,

most of his patients (private practice) had beri-

beri. However, most of those with beriberi also

had tuberculosis or dysentery, which conditions

he believes to have been seriously aggravated by
the beriberi. He also stated that there was a

great deal of diarihea due to a diet tliat was not

well balanced or sufficiently varietl.

5. Doctor Akizuki had occasion to treat many
victims of tlie t)ombing. According to him, many
cases of delayed death were due to causes such

as tuberculosis, heart disease and hypertension.

Three persons with tuberculosis under his care

became considerably worse following the bomb-
ing. He believes this to have been due to poor

housing, congested cpiarters and malnutrition.

6. According to Father Monfette, du-ector of

the Urakami hospital, there were very great food

problems, particularly within the city. During

June, July and August of 1945 there was only one j

distribution of vegetables per person per month.

7. There was a particularly high mortality

among babies and young adults from tuberculosis.

There was also a high mortality from diarrhea in

children undi'r 6 to 7 years of age. Doctor

Akizuki believes that many babies died because

of maternal malnutrition during the period of

]3regnancy.

8. At the request of Doctor Akizuki, a member
of the Medical Division visited and examined a



patient who had been injiuftl by llio aU)iiiic

b()ml)hig. Tho pati.^nt, a Clo-yoar-oUl man, was

l\)und to have marked am-mia, e(kuna and ascit(>s,

emaciation and a classical poUagrous stomatitis.

There were no burns or skin lesions of any kind.

Because of the finding of pellagra in this old man,

his (huighter, a woman in her twenties who was

j)resumably well except for a small Hash burn on

her right calf, was also examined. She demon-

strated the mouth changes of a mild pellagra and

definite pallor of the mucous membranes. The
finduig of p.;llagra in both these people, along

with evidences of anemia and general malnu-

trition is significant as pellagra is claimed to be

rare in Japan. None of the Japanese physicians

interrogated hx the Medical Division recognized

pellagra in the absence of the classical skin Lesions.

9. The physicians and health authorities in

Nagasaki stated that scurvy was rare and none

was observed by the Medical Division.

10. Anemia was a common findmg in the

victims of the atomic bombing. A considerable

amount of this anemia was undoubtedly due to

the radiation efl'ects of the bomb. However,

malnutrition was probably also an important cause

and a factor in the resistance of the victims to

injuries caused by the bombing. Maj. S. Berg,

in charge of the laboratory work at Shinkosen

Hospital for the Joint Commission for the Investi-

gation of the Atomic Bomb, mfoimed a member
of the Medical Division that red blood cell counts

of 3?2 million and hemoglobin levels of 12 grams
per 100 milliliters were found to be ciuite common
among 45 well Japanese who were selected at

random from areas in the city outside of the

atomic area. The blood plasma protein levels

of all of these subjects were within normal limits.

Of 125 victims of the atomic bombing, on whom
plasma protein levels were determined at ShinJvo-

sen Hospital, 14 had plasma protein values below

6 grams per 100 milliliters of plasma.

11. According to Lt. Col. H. V. LeRoy, of the

Army Atomic Bomb Mission stationed at Omura
Naval Hospital, when he and his group arrived on

1 October 1945 they found the patients at the

Sliinkosen Hospital in poor condition because of

malnutrition and lack of care. By the first of

November these patients were in a critical state

and all 70 were transferred to Omura Naval
Hospital. Edema was found to be much more
common among those patients transferred from

Shinkosen Hospital (15 to 20 percent had edema)

than among those who had been taken to Omura
Hospital as soon as possible after they were injured

and who had been sustained on a good diet.

Many of the patients with edema also had burns

but there were many edematous patients without

burns. Low serum jjiotein levels (4 to 5 grams)
wei-e common, but many patients with edema
had serum protein levels above the critical level.

The occtuTence of edema in the presence of normal
levels of serum proteins was one of the most striking

manifestations of malnutrition occurring in Japan.

This is discussed in detail in the over-all report ui'

the Survey's Medical Division.

12. The mortality rate was also mncli lii^her

among the patients at Shinkosen Hos[)ital than

among those at Omura.
i;?. Blood studies conducted by Lieutenant

Colonel LeRoy and the Ai-my gi'oup at Omura
on the employees of the hospital to obtain normal
controls showed an average hemoglobin of 15/2

grams per 100 milliliters for males and 14 grams
for females. These controls consisted of some
Red Cross nurses, demobilized naval hospital

corpsman and natives of the area who were given

general employment in the hospital. This finding

of normal blood values in these rural people is

consistent vnth a statement made earlier in this

report, that the wartime food scarcities primarily

affected urban dwellers.

14. Examination of the records of jjatients

studied at Omura hospital from 1 October 1945

to 7 November 1945 revealed that, of 319 patients

studietl, 285 had red blood cell counts of less than

4 million with hemoglobin levels of less than 12

grams and hematocrits of less than 35 percent.

How much of this was due to the radiation effects

of the bomb and how much to malnutrition

remains to be determined by the jihysicians with

the Atomic Bomb Mission.

15. Doctor Katashi Inouye, professor of In-

ternal Medicine, Kyoto Imperial University Hos-
pital, had as a private patient one of the victims

of the bombing in Nagasaki. Two members of

the Medical Division examined this patient (16

November 1945) and reviewed the records of the

case. The patient had a burn on the innerside

of each thigh and showed radiation effects in the

form of epilation and leukopenia. The patient

was injured on 8 August and was aflmitted to the

hospital on 3 September with marked malnutri-

tion and a clinical picture resembling that of

Addison's disease. The malnutrition developed
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priniarily as a result of a severe anorexia that

developed immediately after the bombing.

16. Professor Inouye expressed the opinion

that many of the victims of the atomic bomb who
died would have recovered if they had received

proper food and nin-sing care.

17. Doctor T. Igarashi, industrial physician

to the Mitsubishi factories in Nagasaki recognized

malnutrition, es])ecially beriberi, as being one of

the major effects of the war upon factory workers.

The employees of Mitsubishi in Nagasaki were
supplied thiamine (vitamin B,) pills from June
to September, inclusive, every year during the

war. A poly-vitamin preparation, containing

vitamins A and D and a little vitamin B-complex,

was supplied regularly to patients in the Mit-
subishi hospital.

C. SUMMARY

1. The food situation in the prefectures of

Nagasaki and Hiroshuna began to deteriorate

appreciably toward the end of 1943 and became
progressively worse durmg 1944 and 1945. The
decreasing food supply was due in part to de-

creasing local crop yields caused by manpower
shortages on the farm and the shortage of ferti-

lizers, but was mainly due to decreasing imports

and the uacreasing inefficiency of the food-

distribution system. The import of food mto
Nagasaki and Hiroshuna was decreased by the

Allied invasion of the Pacific islands and the

blockade of Japan, by the deterioration and de-

struction of railroad rolling stock by bombmg,
by the requisitioning of cargo boats and personnel

by the military and by the decrease in production

m other parts of Japan. The destruction of food

stocks in Hiroshuna and Nagasaki by bombing
was a relatively unimportant factor.

2. The rapid and nuuked decline in the supply

of fish was due almost entirely to the requisi-

tioning of fishing boats and their personnel by
the military, although some of the decline may be

attributed to the reluctance of the fishermen to

venture forth in waters that had been mined by
the United States ah forces.

3. As the food supply became smaller, the

farmers and fishermen tended more and more
to keep for themselves more than theu- share of

the available food. Coupled with this there was
a deterioration in local transportation and the

rapid growth of a large black market. All of

these factoi-s acted to thiwv the major burden
of the food shortages upon the inhabitants of
the large cities, particularly upon those people
in the lower economic brackets.

4. The bombing of the cities of Nagasaki and
Hii-oshima further aggravated the situation in

these towns by destroying retail outlets, dis-

rupting local transportation and destroying homes
and family facilities for the preparation of foods.

5. No data are available for accurate compu-
tation of the extent to which the health of the
people of the cities of Nagasaki and Hiroshima
was affected by the inadequate food supply.
However, information gathered from interviews
of responsible and mformed persons in these
cities points to a wide prevalence of malnutrition.
The most unportant and most common of the
manifestations of malnutrition cited are:

(a) Anemia.

(b) Inability of mothers to nurse their infants

because of lack of milk.

(c) Decreased resistance to injury and disease.

(d) Diarrhea.

(e) War edema.

if) Beriberi.

ig) Increased infant mortality.

The most important of the deficiencies m the diet

appear to have been deficiencies of calories,

high-quality proteins and members of the vitamm
B-complex, particularly thiamine and niacin.

T.\BLE 11.

—

Prevalence of reportable communicable diseases
in Nagasaki City and Prefecture June-October 19Jt^ and
1945 {total cases)

Dysentery. ___ 1945

1944

Typhoid 1945

1044

Paratyphoid. 1945

1944

Smallpox.- lairi

1944

Diphtheria, 1945

1944

Scarlet Fever 1945

1944

M. Meningitis 1945

1944

City Prefecture '

656

329

29

30

3

10

S

32

139

4

2

13

' Data incomplete for August 1945 because of bombing.
' Including Nagasaki City.

XoTE.—Typhus, cholera and plague are not shown liere as no cases were
reported.
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VI. COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

A. THE NOTIFIABLE DISEASES

1. The Japanese law for tlie pre\eiiti(>n of in-

fectious diseases re(|uires weekly re])oits (o he

made by eacli city and |)refectui-e upon the

])fevaleneo of:

(a) Dysentery.

(6) Typhoid fever.

(c) Paratyphoid fev(M-.

(d) Typhus fever,

(f) Smallpox.

(J) Diphtheria.

ig) Scarlet fever.

(/i) Epidemic nieninptis.

(0 Cholera.

0") Plague.

2. Information regarding the acute comnnmi-

cable diseases was obtained from the prefectural

health authorities and at Nagasaki from the ship-

yards and infectious disease hospitals, and from

medical officers hi the headquarters of the United

States Military- Government. Although Japanese

sickness statistics are frequently inaccurate, the

information obtained locally was also checked in

a general way with the Ministrj- of Health and

Social Affairs in Tokyo.

3. Table 11 shows the prevalence of the com-

mimicable diseases which are required to be re-

ported to the prefectural health office for both the

city of Nagasaki and the prefecture during the

summer and fall of 1945 with similar data for 1944

presented for comparison. It must be remembered

that the population of the city dropped from about

HOO.OOO in 1944 to about 140,000 on 1 November

1945, after the bombing on 9 August 1945, although

tlie population of the prefecture remained sub-

stantially the same. Data for the month of

August 1945 are incomplete because of the wide-

spread confusion caused by the bombing.

4. It was indeed surprising to find that in the

3 mouths foUowmg the bombing there had been no

major outbreak of epidemic diseases, and the only

significant variation observed was a fourfold

increase in dysentery cases at Nagasaki in October

1945 over the preceding month and over October

1944, as sho^vn in Table 12. Rates based upon the

estimated population show this increase more

;learlv as follows:

T.vBi.E 12.

—

Dysentery cases in Nagasaki in the month of

October (cases per 100,000 population)



ports for 3 weeks were available for study. The
hospital in-patients and communicable disease

cases wei'e reported as follows:

Table 13.

—

Hospital in-patients and cases of cotumunicahle
diseases

Nagasaki City

Number in hospitals

Leading diagnoses:

Bomb injuries

Dysentery

Insanity

Gonorrtiea

Accidents .

Leading causes of admission:

Injuries

Dysentery __ _

Known cases of communicable diseases {old

and new)

:

Dysentery

Typhoid
Trachoma
Poliomyelitis

Malaria

Pneumonia
Smallpox

Syphilis

Tuberculosis

Gonorrhea

Chancroid

Diphtheria-

1st week 2d week 3d week

100

50

22

10

10

30

18

150

3

15

120

4

15

2

20

60

14

2

210

75

25

23

15

n

1

20

1

10

12

50

15

8. In the above classifications, many hospital

cases and known cases of active infections were

carried over from one week to the next, but the

data bear out the belief of the United States

Military Government officers that there were no
serious out]:)reaks of communicable diseases within

the city.

9. Inasmuch as the prefectural population of

1,445,000 was al)ont ten times that of the present

population of ^Nagasaki city and would be af-

fected only slightly by the bombing as most of

the evacuees stayed within the prefecture, it is of

interest to note the general trends of the report-

able diseases ui the prefecture. It will be noted

from Table 14 that the cases of dysentery in 1945

reached a midsummer peak of 921 in August with

the figures for September (523) and October (656)

approximating the figure for Jvdy (556). The ex-

cess for October over September is caused by the

outbreak in the city. In each month shown,

dysentery was two to three times as prevalent in

1945 as ui 1944, both before and after the 9 Au-
gust bombmg, and the ratio of cases remains

about the same l)etween the same months in 1944

and 1945.

10. In studying the past trends of dysentery in

the prefecture, it is of interest to note from Table
14 that there was a yearly decrease in the num-
ber of cases from 1940 through 1942 and then a
sharp rise through 1944 and 1945. This trend is

similar to that for all Japan. Also there was a

sharp rise ui 1942 and 1944 for the month of

October as well as in 1945. Consequently, it is

difficult to say with certainty whether the increase

in October 1945 was uifluenced wholly by the air

raids.

Table 14.

—

Cases of dysentery in Nagasaki Prefecture
June-October, 1940-45



boinliiiii;'. iuul tiu' ])i(i|Hirli(>ii tluU aclually rep-

resented hacilliuv oi' aiHel)ic dysenteiv.

14. Dyseiiteiy has always l)een eoninuHi in this

t-ity as shown l)y the yearly i-e])()rt t'oi- H>4'2 when

there were 1,00(1 eases of dysentei-y willi 141

ileaths, making the ease fatality rate 14 [XMcent.

It was also stated that since evacuees had heen

returnini;-. ailditional cases were beinj:; brought into

the city. This infoiination is not suflicient to

intlicate whether there was an actual increase of

dysentery in Hiroshima as in Xapisaki.

15. Tlie same health oflicer stated that since the

bombmg 3 months previously he hail heard of only^

two cases of typhoid fevei', no typhus fever, small-

pox, cholei'a, plague, scarlet fever, and that the

prevalence of diphtheria and epidemic meningitis

hail not heen affected by the bombing. He also

stated that there had been no cholera or plague in

the city for the past .') years. There may have

been a slight increase in di])htheria in the i)refec-

ture as four or five i'e(|Uests were being I'cceived

daily for antitoxin.

B. TUBERCULOSIS

1. Tuberculosis liad always been picvalent in

Hiroshima and Nagasaki as in other Japanese

communities l)Ut the exact number of cases was

unknown, since the records were destroyed m
both cities. Tuberculosis was the outstanding

health jiroblem, however, and considerable (>fi'ort

had been made in recent years to control tliis

disease. In 1938 tuberculosis was the second

leading cause of death in Nagasaki prefecture

with an annual death rate of 193 per 100,000 as

compared with a rate of 208 for all Japan and 49

m the United States. It was stated also that

man\^ of the cases reported under the leading

cause of death, by pneumonia, with a death rate of

223 per 100,000 in Nagasaki prefecture in 1938,

were actually a fulminating type of tuberculosis.

2. In Nagasaki city the Japanese doctors esti-

mated that about 2 percent of the population have

active tuberculosis but the United States Military

Government medical officers estimated that the

true figure may be five or six times this high, and

w^as being increased by the crowding and lack of

isolation of open cases. Fifty to 70 cases of

active tuberculosis were being seen daily as out-

patients. At the Mitsubishi shipyards, the med-

ical director estimated that .5 percent of all appli-

cants for work had ttdjerculosis, and the pi-eva-

lence had increased duringr the war.

3. In both cities, it is too early to expect any
nieasural)le effects of the l)ond)ing on this most
im|)orlant health i)rol)lem. 1 1 would be contrary

to all public health experience, however, if the

maliuilrition, crowding, lack of !uie(|uate clothes

and shelter, and fre({uent exposures to this infec-

tion, tlid not result in a serious increase of tliis

disease in a highly susceptible race of |)eo|)le. It

remains to be sc>en what can be done by American
and Japanese health ollicials to arrest and control

the s])read of this iid'eet ion.

C. VENEREAL DISEASE

1. As in other cities of Japan, the incidence of

venereal diseases was very high among jjrostitutes

and fairly high in the general adult population.

2. A siu'vey of 337 i)rostitutes in Nagasaki by
the United States Military^ Governmejit revealed

80 percent vnth positive Kahn reactions indicating

syphilis. The gonorrhea rates in different groups

of examinations varied all the way from 20 to 100

percent, apparently depending somewhat on the

thoroughness of the bacteriologic examinations.

The inadequacy of tlii^ routine weekly visual exam-

inations that were being performed somewhat ii-

regularly" by Japanese physicians is shown by the

fact that among this same grouj) of .337 jjrostitutes

only 10 cases of syphillis had been detected and

diagnosed during the past 8 months. Gonorrhea,

however, had been diagnosed in 170 instances,

chancroid m 10, and other infectious conditions in

1 1 examinations. A random cross section of 500

injured hospital patients revealed 30 percent with

Kahn reactions indicating syphilis but this figure

seems unduly high to be a representative sample of

the adult popidation. The Jajjanese authorities

in Nagasaki estimated 7 percent with syphilis but

the true figure is undoubtedly higher according to

medical officers in the military government.

3. In April 1944, a Government order abohshed

Geisha and other fonns of entertainment and these

persons were supposed to seek employment in in-

dustry. Shortly after the cessation of hostilities,

the Geisha houses were permitted to reopen.

There was now only one Geisha house in the city as

39 others had deteriorated because of economic

pressure to Engi houses (a higher-type house of

prostitution). The Engi had their own physicians

to examine and treat them and were not registered

under the local police laws, but they had not been

examined until retjuired by the military govern-
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ment. The results of these examinations were

not yet available. It was understood that these

girls were not all prostitutes, and those who were

did not necessarily prostitute with everyone.

4. There were 340 registered prostitutes m
Nagasaki and an estimated 200 non-registered

prostitutes on a clandestine basis. The segre-

gated districts were posted as "off limits" but it

was stated the girls often left these districts to

solicit the occupation troops. The n on-registered

prostitutes were formerly arrested and fined by the

Japanese police but this practice had largely been

discontinued because these girls were usually

found with the troops.

5. Although the registered prostitutes had their

own hospital with two permanent i)hysicians under

the general supervision of the prefectural health

authorities, little had been done to control the

spread of infection. The United States Military

Government had comph'ted carefid examinations

of the pi'ostitutes and was makmg plans for con-

tuiued examinations and treatment of all tliose

found to be mfectious. It was hoped to render all

the prostitutes with sy[)hilis non-infectious and to

keep them in well-segregated areas. As it was

beheved these districts would be opened up soon,

it was also planned to provide supervision to

insure that all exposed troops would take prophy-

lactic treatments upon leaving these areas.

6. At Hiroshuna, all records regarding prosti-

tutes and venereal diseases had been destroyed

by the bomb. The Geisha houses and brothels

had been largely destroyed as the bomb exploded

near the largest district and pei-haps a majority

of the prostitutes had been killed. The effects of
i

any dispersion of prostitutes was unknown.
Several brothels had been closed by evacuation

prior to the bombing. The prefectural health

authorities stated that tliere were now no licensed

prostitutes in the city, although there had been

about 1,000 in the city and also some clandestine

street solicitation before the bonibmg. While

venereal diseases had not been reported, it was
believed that there had been a sUght increase over

several years owuig to wartime conditions. As
the Umted States Military Government had not

yet set up headcjuarters in Hiroshima, no current

information was available from that source.

7. In general, it appears that sufficient time had

not elapsed since the air raids to measure their

effects upon the serious and largely unrecognized

problem of venereal diseases. It might be con-

jectured that the dislocation of the economy, the

dispersal and crowding of families, and the scatter-

ing of prostitutes following the destruction ot

brothels might well lead to greater promiscuity

and an increase in venereal disease. The lack of

adequate medical supplies and services would also

tend to aggravate this condition. In Nagasaki,

however, the action of the Military Government in

causuig adequate examinations of prostitutes to

be made, and the uncovermg and treatment of

infected cases might well tend to counterbalance

the mifavorable influences on the spread of venereal

diseases. Also, the Military Govcrmnent there

was stimulatmg case finding and treatment among
the general civilian population, a program which

is always very much to be desired.
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VII. INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND HYGIENE
A. GENERAL

Specific iiifonniitioii iciriiiding the extent of

iiidiistriid health and hyj;iene pndilenis was

extremely limited in Nagasaki and Hiroshima

heeause of the hurning of health department

records, the transferal of key health authorities,

the destruction of many industries, and the fact

that only a few of the remaining iiulusti'ial ])lants

were resunung operations following oeeu[)ation by

United States troops.

In Nagasaki, a visit to the piineij^al munitions

and ordnance factories revealed flattened and

twisted piles of ruins. The Mitsubishi sawmill,

the Kaita iron works, and a machine siioji were

almost completely destroyetl by the air raids; the

arms woi'ks and the steel works -were heavily

damaged, sections of the shipyards and the

technical schools received very sid)stantial damage,

and the Mitsubishi engine works and steel rolling

mill received superficial structural damage. In

Hiroshima, about 80 percent of the small indus-

tiial plants in the inunediatc area were destroyed,

while the large steel, aircraft, rayon, miuiitions,

and boiler plants on the outskirts of the city

received moderate to slight damage. Due to the

wide dispersal of these plants around the cities,

the over-all damage to production capacity was

limited.

Mitsubishi shipyards in Nagasaki were operatuig

on a very reduced capacity. On 27 October they

laimched a 10,000-ton steel cargo ship, laid the

keel for another one on 3 November, and had 5

other ships under way. Also, 1 ,000 oil stoves were

being made for the American forces. The Mit-

subishi Electrical Manufactiu'ing Co. was ready

to begin work on electrical equipment as soon as

skilled labor was released. There were plans for

making agricultural equipment. Other shipy^ards

were begimiing or continuing operations and 6

steel ships were under way. Buildings were not

available for other operations and labor was
scarce. In addition, a coal briquet plant w\as

bemg rebuilt and expanded. Coke ovens were to

be made, as charcoal was a critical item. Three

large coal mines nearby woidd not be in operation

until March 1946. There was a critical shortage

of skilled as well as unskilled labor, to a lesser

extent owmg to the removal of Koreans, Cliinese,

and prisoners of war. and the very heavy local

casualties. In several categories of skilled labor,

such as ])lumhers, pi-aetically all were killed bj^

the atomic bomb because of their tendency to live

in one ari'a. in Hiroshima all ])lants had been

shut down since the bombing l)ut the shipyai'dsand

a few other plants were resuming limiti'tl opera-

tions.

B. INDUSTRIAL MEDICAL CARE
/. Personnel

In general, the lai'ger industfies ])i-o\ided fairly

complete medical services for employees and their

families. Practically all the large industrial

])lants engaged in war work had dispensaries,

limited hospital facilities, and fidl-time physicians.

In Hiroshinni it was estinntted that the industrial

plants employed 30 full-time physicians, 90

part-tune physicians, and 240 industrial nurses,

but these luunbers seem out of ])ropoition to the

number of employees, even though the industrial

physicians give full medical care to workers and
their families. Similar data are not available for

Nagasaki, but it is known that the Mitsubishi

shipyards were employing 20 physicians, and the

Kawanami shipyards were employing 2 physicians,

18 nurses and 20 corpsmen.

Of the 200 practicuig physicians before the

bombing, 60 were killed, and 80 percent of the

remainder were not in practice as the Govern-
ment requii'ed their services in the various hos-

pitals for the injured and sick.

2. Facilities

A visit to the Mitsubishi shipyards which are

typical of very large industry, revealed a fairly

large and well-equipped hospital, containing 50

looms and 112 beds for in-patients. Two branch

hospitals had been destroyed by the atomic bomb.
There were many broken windows and consider-

able littei' from the bombing, and very little

efiort had been made to clean up the hospital

diniiig the confused period after the bombing.

Much of the medical and surgical equipment was
outmoded and supplies of common drugs such as

the sidfonamides, ether, sera, and opiates were

seriously deficient. The 16 in-patients under

treatment had the usual dirty bed coveriiig and

the usual members of the family preparing or

warming food. Before the bombmg, this hospital

was averaging about 2,000 out-patients daily,

but with the post-bombing restriction of activities

and the extreme difficulties in transportation,

the daily number was ranging betw(>en 200 and
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300. Diiriii.g the war there had been about 20,000

employees in the Mitsubishi shipyards and now
there were about 7,500 although about 2,000 of

these were absent daily because of transportation

difficulties.

3. Treatment

As in other large or dangerous industries under

the Factory Act, all new employees were examined

including a tuberculin test and sedimentation rate

for evidence of tuberculosis, and an X-ray film of

the chest for pulmonary disease. About 5 percent

of applicants for work had shown evidence of

tuberculosis and this figure had increased some-

what during the war. This high rate of tuber-

culosis was foimd to be true generally in other

industries. As elsewhere, however, the important

problem of syphilis was neglected. Annual
examinations, which included a small X-ray

film of the chest, were made on all employees, and

about 1.5 percent of these were found to have

developed active tuberculosis every year. Besides

the examinations for tuberculosis, the preventiv'e

medical program included supplemental rations

for heavy work, the routine use of vitamin Bi

during the summer months, the administration of

multi-vitamins to those in poor health, and the

routine administration of proprietary drugs for

the prevention of hookworm and dysentery. At
these shipyards the major war effects upon the

workere' health were stated to be increased mal-

nutrition, especially beriberi, tuberculosis, scabies

and many other skin diseases, and dysentery.

Dysentery had increased somewhat since the

bombing on 9 August as in the city generally.

Here, occupational diseases had been very few,

pneumonia being the principal one.

J^. Safety devices

A brief in.spection of the shipyaids revealed the

usual lack of good housekeeping, the piles of lit-

ter and materials arranged in a helter-skelter

manner, rather desultory welding and machine

shop activities by the few remaining groups of

workers, and the almost complete lack of proper

sanitary facilities and protective devices, except for

welders' helmets. One large air-raid shelter was

a cave in an adjoining hill and this was so

cluttered with machinery, materials, and litter

that walking in and out was hazardous. As
elsewhere in Japan there was no evidence any-

where of modem industrial hygiene engineering

practices for safeguarding the workers' health, as

was also observed elsewhere in Japan. The

cheapness of human life and the indifference
;

of employers and the military precluded proper

nu>asures for promothig health and efficiency.

5. Health and hygiene inspections

Accordmg to the prefectural health authorities at

Nagasaki, iiidustrial health and hygiene inspections

are handled by the labor section in the Police De-
partment. This section calls upon doctors from
the health department concerning occupational

diseases and other health conditions, and also

depends upon the medical staff of the Mitsubishi

hospital. The city health office had no doctors

for industrial health inspections. Physicians from
tiie prefectural office were supposed to inspect

factories and work shops to check the physical

examination records and also to msure healthful

conditions of work.

6. Physical examinations

In general, it was stated that monthly physical

examinations were supposed to be made in in-

dustrial plants with more than 200 employees, but

reports were not requh-ed by the prefecture. To
those found to be in poor health, special rations

»vere given in addition to those supplied all labor-

ers. Workers absent more than 14 days must be

examined, and, if found to be ill, are sent to the

hospital. If a worker became ill while at home,
either he or a relative was required to report the

fact to a plant official. Workers injured on duty
were examined, treated, and the cause determined.

Occupational diseases were similarly treated but

leports on their occurrence were not submitted

duruig the war.

C. EFFECTS OF ATOMIC BOMBING ON
WORKERS

1. Working conditions

Before- the war the usual factory hoiu-s here

were from OSOO lo 1700 hours with an hour allotted

for lunch and rest periods. Duiiiig the war, how-
ever, with suspension of many provisions of the

Factory Act, men usually woiked from 12 and
often up to 14 hours a day, and night shifts were

conunon. Women were employed night and day
but were not required to wotk moie than 11 hom-s.

Children under 15 yeais of age were jjcrniitted to

work S to 10 hours by day. Wonu'u in good

health were given the same jobs as men, whereas

those in poor health wei'c given suital)le jobs such

as clerical work. Many of the larger jilants pro-

vided nearby (h)rinit()ries with a few recreational

facilities.
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2. Worker caxvalties

At HirosliiniM, only goiicnil inrdnuMtion from

tho porfcctual licallli ofUcials was tnailahlc. It

was stated thai most iiuliisti-ial activities had heeii

sto])])ed after llie l)(>ml)in<r of (> August 104") in

the huije Imriit-oul area. Oidy 2(i percent of the

total industrial ca])acity of tiie city was destroyed,

however, as the ten lai'irest induslries em])loyLnsi'

64 jjeirent of the cities' iiuhistrial workers were

on the perimeter of the city, accordinj; to the

Urban Areas Division of I lie Suiwey. The I'a-

pitulation of .lajjan shortly after tiie homhinii'

caused these ])lants to limit jji'odnction sharply

because of uncertainty as to tiie future and possible

reconversion. In these outlying; jjlants only 1.8

percent of the on^ployees were killed, and 4.2

percent injured by the atomic bomb, because the

workers were in tliese distant plants at the time.

The casualty rates among tin- remaining workers

employed in the many small industrial shops and

households in the destroyed area were not known
but were probably somewhat less than those of

the general ]3opulation, numy of whom were on

the streets at the time. One Japanese official

estimated that about 80 percent of the plants and
plant meiiical facilities and persomiel hi the de-

stroyed area had been rendered ineffective by the

bombing and that about 45 percent of the \\ork-

ors had been killed and 40 percent injured. Burns
and missile wounds were probalily tiie chief

causes of hijury and death.

3. Absenteeism,

At these shipyards, sick absenteeism averaged

7.7 percent during the first 4 years of the war
and rose to 8.7 percent in the sprmg of 1945.

Similar figures given for injury rates averaged

4.0 percent for the first 3 years of the war and

rose to 5.1 in the fall of 1944 and 4.8 ui the spring

of 1945. It was stated that since thc^ surrender

the injur\- rate had fallen sharply because of the

lay-off of unskilled workers antl students, the

marked reduction in operations, and the reduc-

tion of working hours. The sickness rate, how-
ever, was apparently unchanged as the lay-off of

students, of men in poor health was offset by the

increased malnutrition, insufficient medical sup-

plies, and the direct and indirect effect of the

atomic bomb. The number of workers aV)sent

because of transportation difficulties had been

very high since the bombing.

4. Occupatkinal diseases

Before the bombing there had been no outstand-

ing occu])a(i(Mial disease j)roblems iiere e.\ce])t for

illness from paint and solveni vapor in the aircraft

])arts plants, and "nervous lireakdowiis" and
fatigue induced by long hours of work, loss of

sleep, inn(lei|uat(' lighting, and generally jxior

and unsanitary conditions in the factories. Ab-
senteeism rose gradually from about 10 iiercenl

in UliiS to 17 ])erceiit in 1945. Sickness, cliielly

tuberculosis and colds, accounted for 50 ])ereeiit,

injuries for 20 ])erceiit, and no reason was given

for the other 1^(1 percent.

D. SUMMARY

1. The effects of the air raids upon industrial

health and hygiene problems in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki varied considerably from other indus-

trial areas in that many industries, woi'kers'

medical services, and the workers' homes were

wiped out in a single blow. Consecpiently, a

large number of industrial workers either became
casualties, or homeless and unemiiloyed vagrants

seeking safety, shelter, and food. At the time of

the survey there wei-e not many industrial plants

attempting to resume activities, and these were

on a limited scale.

2. During the war years, before the atomic

l)ombing, there had been a serious deterioration

of the health supervision and medical services

available to the workers. With lessening of the

food supplies, long hours of work, and very

inferior sanitary facilities and health supervision,

absenteeism because of tuberculosis, respiratory

infections, mahiutrition, skin diseases, dysentery,

and digestive disorders was greatly increased.

The necessity of frequently foraging for food was

also a major cause of absenteeism. The over-

whelming catastrophe of the bombing undoubt-

edly aggravated the prevalence and severity of

these ilhiesses by the drastic disruption of medical

services, food supplies, shelter, and transporta-

tion, and by the frantic evacuation of many of

those not seriously injured. The only immediate

changes noted over the wartime trends was a

moderate increase in cases of dysentery and mal-

nutrition and an anticipated increase in the

prevalence of tuberculosis.

3. The chief effects of the bombing upon the

workers' health aside from the direct casualties,

were said to' be an increase ui mahiutrition,

gastro-intestinal disorders, respiratory diseases

and probably an increase in tui)erculosis.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The report of the Medical Division on the effect

of the atomic bombs leads to certain definite

conclusions. The public health and sanitary

aspects of Hiroshima and Nagasaki as a residt of

atomic bombing varied little from the effects of

demolition and incendiary raids seen in other

Japanese cities. From a purely medical aspect,

however, there was a very wide difference in the

number and nature of the casualties and the

psychological reaction of the general population.

The casualties will be discussed below. The
psychological eft'ects were evident by the mass
exodus of the people to outlying areas with little

regard for care of the casualties, the complete

apathy of the population, the inability of the

public authorities toward restoration of sanitary

facilities and the supply of an adequate and safe

water supply.

The almost complete destruction of medical

facilities and supplies in the two cities contributed

to the number of total deaths, especially among
the more seriously burned who were not killed

outright. It is questionabfc how many of the

radiation deaths could have been prevented by
more vigorous and competent medical care. In
Hiroshima all of the hospitals were destroyed or so

seriously damaged that they were rendered

ineffective. Sixty of the 200 physicians in the

city were killed and many others injured. It took

the authorities 3 days after the bombing to restore

any semblance of organized medical care. The
situation in Nagasaki was even more grave as the

largs university hospital which contained three-

quarters of the city's hospital beds was located

within 1 kilometer of the blast and was completely

demolished from a functional standpoint. The
injured who fled to the hills received practically

no medical care though a few were successful in

reaching distant cities where they may have
received some treatment.

The one outstanding feature of the atomic
bombs was their ability to produce casualties.

Since no accurate counts were available the figures

given represent approximations. After studying
all of the available evidence the British Mission
estimated 34,000 deaths in Nagasaki and 70,000-
DOjOOO in Hiroshima. A very recent estimate of

the Naval Technical Mission to Japan has given

•comparable figures for the total deaths: Nagasaki

—45,000, and Hiroshima—80,000. It seems fairly

generally agreed that an additional 60,000 were
mjured in Nagasaki and 80,000-100,000 in Hiro-

shima. The figures for fatalities and injured were
difficult to estimate since a number of persons

fled to nearby hiUs where they died later and were
not reported and many others were transported

to distant cities for treatment and were difficult

to trace.

The nature of the casualties differed from those

encountered in demolition or mcendiary raids.

There were, of course, the same type of injuries

and fire burns found in other cities due to falling

structures and primary or secondary fires, but in

addition, there were thousands of casualties due
to flash burns and other radiation effects. The
number showing true blast effects was compara-
tively small. Flash burns were common up to

a distance of 4-5 kilometers from ground zero.

Sickness from gamma rays occurred among almost

all who escaped death from other injuries within

1 kilometer and effects were seen as far out as 3

kilometers. These latter cases did not develop

for several days to a few weeks after the explosion

of the bomb. Deaths from all causes decreased

sharply during the latter part of September and
few have occurred smce 1 October. There is no
evidence that there is sufficient residual radio-

activity in the target areas to be dangerous to

man.

A clearer understanding of the tremendous

damage to human life caused by the atomic bomb
may be obtained by comparing its estimated effect

on the five largest cities of Japan with the actual

number of casualties for these cities as a result of

other bombuig. This comparison will take into

account, out of the large number of variables

involved, only the primary factors of the percent-

age of the population injured and killed and the

percentage of the built-up areas destroyed. Esti-

mated casualties for Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

resulting from the atomic bomb, averaged 30 per-

cent of their population for injuries and 22 percent

for deaths. These percentages applied to the

population of the five largest cities which were

bombed—namely Tokyo, Yokohama, Osaka, Kobe
and Nagoya—indicate that a total of 5,600,000

persons would have been injured and killed in these

live cities had they been subjected to atomic
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hoiubhitr sufficient to prochu'o casualties propor-

tionate to those sufl'ered in lliroslunui and Xapi-

saki. The actual number of casualties for these

live cities was 339,200. consisting of 211,673

injuries and 127.527 deaths. However, the per-

centage of their built-up area which was destroyed

was slightly smaller than that of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki, the respective percentages beuig 41.4

and 60.3 percent. If 00.3 percent of the area of

these five cities had been destroyed by other than

atomic bombing it is estimated that there would

iiave been a total of 494,054 casualties. Com-
parison of this total with that of 5,600,000 men-

tioueil above as the estimated atomic bomb casual-

ties for these cities, indicated that the damage to

life at the rate experienced in Hiroshima and

Nagasaki would have produced casualties totaling

11.3 times as many as were reported by these

cities as a result of the bombing they did suffer.

If injuries and deaths are considered separately

the number of injuries from atomic bombing would

have been 10.5 times as large as that actually

experienced and the number of deaths 12.8 times

as large.

Actual totals of injuries and deaths reported by

these cities as the result of bombing compared with

corresponding estimated totals as a result of atomic

bombing are showni below:

Table 15.

—

Comparison of casKalty ejects of incendiary
HE raids ayid of atomic bomb raids



of malnutrition, including a few cases of pellagra,

were observed and beriberi was reported to be

common.
Venereal disease and its control in these two

cities appeared to be no different from the problem

in other cities of Japan. Syphilis is a serious

problem which seems to be poorly appreciated by
the Japanese health authorities but it has no direct

relation to boml)ing.

The effects of the air raids upon inilustrial

health and hygiene problems in Hiroshima and

Nagasaki varied considerably from other industrial

areas of Japan. Instead of being subjected to re-

peated raids, a large proportion of the industrial

workers with a single blow, became either cas-

ualties or homeless and unemployed vagrants

seeking safety, shelter, and food.

Except for a few specific effects of the atomic

bombs one finds great difficulty in differentiating

the general public health picture from that of the

war-torn Japanese cities in general. Throughout
the war there had been a serious deterioration of

health supervision and medical facilities. With

the lessenuig of the food supi)lies, long working ;

hours, and inadequate medical and health super-

vision, there was a gradual increase in industrial

absenteeism. The necessity of foraging for food

was also a major problem to the Japanese common
man. The overwhelming catastrophe of the

atomic bombs when superimposed upon these

factors resulted in a state of chaos in those areas.

All thoughts except that of self-preservation seem
to have been forgotten. This frantic evacuation

of the target areas probably helped to prevent any
large disease outlireaks in the areas themselves.

All the densely populated area of Hiroshima and
the sizable target area of Nagasaki were almost

deserted for some time after the bombmg. ' How
such large numbers could have fled to surrounding

areas, and how the remaining population could

have existed under such disrupted conditions of

living without resulting epidemics is still difficult

to understand, but there were no major outbreaks.

The gradual reoccupation has allowed sufficient

time for the reestablishmcnt of facilities for

medical care and sanitation.
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Berlin, Augsburg, Bochum, Leipzig, Hagen, Dort-
mund, Oberhausen, Schweinfurt, and Bremen

CIVILIAN DEFENSE DIVISION

*40 Civilian Defense Division—Final Report
41 Cologne Field Report
42 Bonn Field Report
43 Hanover Field Reijort
44 Hamburg Field Report—Vol I, Text; Vol II, Exhibits

45 Bad Oldesloe Field Report
46 Augsburg Field Report
47 Reception Areas in Bavaria, Germanv

EQUIPMENT DIVISION

Electrical Branch

*4S German Electrical Equipment Industry Report
49 Brown Boveri et Cie, Mannheim Kafertal, Gern.any

Optical and Precision Instrument Branch

*oO Optical and Precision Instrument Industry Report
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Abrasives Branch

*51 The German Abrasive Industry
52 Mayer and Schmidt, Offenbach on Main, Germany

Anti-Friction Branch

*53 The German Anti-Friction Bearings Industry

Machine Tools Branch

*54 Machine Tools & Machineiy as Capital Equipment
*55 Machine Tool Industiy in Germany
56 Herman Kolb Co., Cologne, Germany
57 Collet and Engelhard, Offenbach, Germany
58 Naxos Union, Frankfort on Main, Germany

MILITARY ANALYSIS DIVISION

59 The Defeat of the German Air Force
60 V-Weapons (Crossbow) Campaign
61 Air Force Rate of Operation
62 Weather Factors in Combat Bombardment Opera-

tions in the European Theatre
63 Bombing Accuracy, USAAF Heavv and Medium

Bombers in the ETO
64 Description of RAF Bombing
64a The Impact of the Allied Air Effort on German Lo-

gistics

MORALE DIVISION

*64b The Effects of Strategic Bombing on German Morale
(Vol I & II)

Medical Branch

*65 The Effect of Bombing on Health and Medical Care
in Germany

MUNITIONS DIVISION

Heavy Industry Branch

*66 The Coking Industiv Report on Germany
67 Coking Plant Report No. 1, Sections A,"B, C, & D
68 Gutehoffnungshuette, Oberhausen, Germany
69 Friedrich-Alfred Huette, Rheinhausen, Germany
70 Neunkirchen Eisenwerke A G, Neunkirchen, "Ger-

many
71 Reichswerke Hermann Goering A G, Hallendorf,

Germany
72 August Thyssen Huette A G, Hamborn, Germany
73 Friedrich Krupp A G, Borbeck Plant, Essen, (Ger-

many
74 Dortmund Hoerder Huettenyerein, A G, Dortmund,

Germany
75 Hoesch A G, Dortmund, Germany
76 Bochumer Verein fuer Gusstahlfabrikation A G,

Bochum, Germany

Motor Vehicles and Tanks Branch

*77 German Motor Vehicles Industry Report
*78 Tank Industry Report,
79 Daimler Benz A G, Unterturkheim, Germany
80 Renault Motor Vehiclss Plant, Billancourt, t^aris

81 Adam Opel, Russelsheim, Germany
82 Daimler Benz-Gaggenau Works, Gaggenau, Germany
83 Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg, Nurnberg,

Germany
84 Auto Union A G, Chemnitz and Zwickau, Germany
85 Henschel & Sohn, Kassel, Germany
86 Maybach Motor Works, Friedriclishafen, Germany
87 Voigtlander, Maschinenfabrik A G, Plauen, Germany
88 Volkswagenwerke, Fallersleben, Germany
89 Bussing NAG, Brunswick, Germany
90 Muehlenbau Industrie A G (Miag) Brunswick, Ger-

many
91 Friedrich Krupp Grusonwerke, Magdeburg, Germany

Submarine Branch
I

92 German Submarine Industry Report
93 Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg A G, Augs-

burg, Germany
94 Blohm and Voss Shipyards. Hamburg, Germany
95 Deutschewerke A G, Kiel, Germany
96 Deutsche Schiff und Maschinenbau, Bremen, Ger-

many
97 Friedrich Krupp Germaniawerft, Kiel, Germany
98 Howaldtswerke A G, Hamburg, Germany
99 Submarine Assembly Shelter. Farge, Germanj'
100 Bremer Vulkan. Vegesack, Germany

Ordnance Branch

*101 Ordnance Industry Report
102 Friedrich Krupp Grusonwerke A. G Magdeburg

Germany
103 Bochumer Verein fuer Gusstahlfabrikation A G,

Bochum, Germany
104 Henschel & Sohn. Kassel, Germany
105 Rheinmetall-Borsig, Dusseldorf, Germany
106 Hermann Goering Werke, Braunschweig, Hallendorf,

Germany
107 Hannoverische Maschinenbau, Hanover, Germany
108 Gusstahlfabrik Friedrich Krupp, Essen, Germany

OIL DIVISION

*109 Oil Division, Final Report
*110 Oil Division, Final Report, Appendix
*111 Powder, lixplosives. Special Rockets and Jet Pro-

pellants, War Gases and Smoke Acid (Ministerial
Report #1)

112 Underground and Dispersal Plants in Greater Ger-
many

113 The German Oil Industry, Ministerial Report Team
78

114 Ministerial Report on Chemicals

Oil Branch

115 Ammoniakwerke Merseburg G m b H, Leuna, Ger-
many—2 Appendices

116 Braunicohle Benzin A G, Zeitz and Bohlen, Germany
Wintershall A G, Leutzkendorf, Germany

117 Ludwigshafen-Oppau Works of I G Farbenindustrie
A G, Ludwigshafen, Germany

118 Ruhroel Hvdrogenation Plant, Bottrop-Bov, Ger-
many. V6l I, Vol II

119 Rhenania Ossag Mineraloelwerke A G, Harburg
Refinery, Hamburg, Germany

120 Rhenania Ossag Mineraloelwerke A G, Grasbrook
Refinery, Hamburg. Germany

121 Rhenania Ossag Mineraloelwerke A G, Wilhelmsburg
Refinery, Hamburg, Germany

122 Gewerkschaft Victor, Castrop-Rauxel, Germany, V^ol

I & Vol II

123 Europaeische Tanklager und Transport A G, Ham-
burg, Germany

124 Ebano Asphalt Werke A G, Harburg Refinery, Ham-
burg, Germany

125 Meerbeck Rheinpreussen Synthetic Oil Plant—Vol I

& Vol II

Rubber Branch

126 Deutsche Dunlop Gummi Co., Hanau on Main.
Germany

127 Continental Gummiwerke, Hanover, Germany
128 Huels Synthetic Rubber Plant
129 Ministerial Report on German Rubber Industry
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Propellants Branch

130 Elektrochomischoworke, Munich, Goniiany
131 Schocnebei'k Explosive Plant, Lignose Spreiigstoff

Werke G in b H, Had Salzenien, Gorman

v

132 Plants of Dynaniit A G. Vornial, Alfred Nobel & Co,
Troisdorf! Clausthal. Drummel and Duneberg,
Germany

133 Deutsche Sprengchemie GmbH, Kraiburg, Ger-
many

OVER-ALL ECONOMIC EFFECTS DIVISION

134 Over-all Economic Effects Division Report
Gross National Product 1 Special papers
Kriegseilberichte I which together
Herman Goering Works

|
comprise the

Food and Agriculture ] above report
134a Industrial Sales Output and Productivity

PHYSICAL DAMAGE DIVISION

134b Physical Damage Division Report (ETO)
135 Villaeoublay Airdrome, Paris, France
136 Railroad Repair Yards, Malines, Belgium
137 Railroad Repair Yards, Louvain, Belgium
138 Railroad Repair Yards, Hasselt, Belgium
139 Railroad Repair Yards, Namur, Belgium
140 Submarine Pens, Brest, France
141 Powder Plant, Angouleme, France
142 Powder Plant, Bergerac, France
143 Coking Plants, Montignv & Liege, Belgium
144 Fort St. Blaise Verdun Group, Metz, France
145 Gnome et Rhone, Limoges, F"rance
146 Michelin Tire Factory, Clermont-Ferrand, France
147 Gnome et Rhone Aero Engine Factory, Le Mans,

France
148 Kugelfischer Bearing Ball Plant, Ebelsbach, Ger-

many
149 Louis Breguet Aircraft Plant, Toulouse, France
150 S. N. C. A. S. E. Aircraft Plant, Toulouse, France
151 A. I. A. Aircraft Plant, Toulouse, France
152 V Weapons in London
153 City Area of Krefeld
154 Public Air Raid Shelters in Germany
155 Goldenberg Thermal Electric Power Station, Knap-

sack, Germany
156 Brauweiler Transformer & Switching Station, Brau-

weiler, Germany
157 Storage Depot, NahboUenbach, Germany
158 Railway and Road Bridge, Bad Munster, Germany
159 Railway Bridge, EUer, Germany
160 Gustloff-Werke Weimar, Weimar, Germany
161 Henschdl & Sohn GmbH, Kassel, Germany
162 Area Survey at Pirmasens, Germany
163 Hanomag, Hanover, Germany
164 MAN Werke Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany
165 Friedrich Krupp A G, Essen, Germany
166 Erla Maschinenwerke, GmbH, Heiterblick, Ger-

many
167 A T G Maschinenbau G m b H, Mockau, Germany
168 Erla Maschinenwerke GmbH, Mockau, Germany
169 Bayerische Motorenwerke, Durrerhof, Germany
170 Mittel-Deutsche Motorenwerke GmbH, Taucha,

Germany
171 Submarine Pens Deutsche-Werft, Hamburg, Ger-

many
172 Multi-Storied Structures, Hamburg, Germany
173 Continental Gummiwerke, Hanover, Germany
174 Ka.ssel Marshalling Yards, Kassel, Germany
175 Ammoniawerke, Merseburg-Leuna, Germanv
176 Brown Boveri et Cie, Mannheim, Kafertal,Germany
177 Adam Opel A G, Russelsheim. Germany
178 Daimler-Benz A G, Unterturkheim, Germany
179 Valentin Submarine As.sembly, Farge, Germany-
ISO Volkswaggonwerke, Fallersleben, Germany
181 Railway Viaduct at Bielefeld, Germany
182 Ship Yards Howaldtswerke, Hamourg, Germany
183 Blohm and Voss Shipyards. Hamburg, Germany

184
185
186
187
188

189
190
191
192
193
194

195
196
197
198
199

*200

201
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203
204

Daimler-Benz A G, Mannheim, Germany
Synthetic Oil Plant, Meerbeck-Hamburg, Germany
Gewerkschaft Victor, Castrop-Rauxel, (Jormany
Klockner Humboldt Deutz, Ulni, Germany
Ruhroel Hydrogenation Plant, Bottrop-Boy, Ger-
many

Neukirchen Eisenwerke A G, Ncukirchen, Germany
Railway Viaduct at Altenbecken, Germany
Railway Viaduct at Arnsburg, Germany
Deurag-Nerag Refineries, Misburg, Germany
Fire Raids on German Cities
I G Farbenindustrie, Ludwigshafen, Germany, Vol I

& Vol II

Roundhouse in Marshalling Yard, Ulm, Germany
I G Farbendustrie, Leverku.sen, Germany
Chemische-Werke, Heuls, Germany
Gremberg Marshalling Yard, Gremberg, Germany
Locomotive Shops and Bridges at Hamm, Germany

TRANSPORTATION DIVISION

The PIffects of Strategic Bombing on German Trans-
portation

Rail Operations Over the Brenner Pass
Effects of Bombing on Railroad Installations in

Regensburg, Nurnberg and Munich Divisions.
German Locomotive Industry During the War
German Military Railroad Traffic

UTILITIES DIVISION

*205 German Electric Utilities Industry Report
206 1 to 10 in Vol I "Utilities Division Plant Reports"
207 1 1 to 20 in Vol II "Utilities Division Plant Reports"
208 21 Rheinische-Westfalische Elektrizitaetswerk A G

Pacific War

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN
*1 Summary Report (Pacific War)
*2 .Japan's Struggle to End The War
*3 The Effects of Atomic Bombs on Hiroshima and^ Nagasaki

CIVILIAN STUDIES

a

^

Civilian Defense Division

Field Report Covering Air Raid Protection and Allied

Subjects, Tokyo, Japan
Field Report Covering Air Raid Protection and Allied

Subjects, Naga.saki, Japan
Field Report Covering Air Raid Protection and Allied

Subjects, Kyoto, Japan
Field Report Covering Air Raid Protection and Allied

Subjects, Kobe, Japan
Field Report Covering Air Raid Protection and Allied

Subjects, Osaka, Japan
Field Report Covering Air Raid Protection and Allied

Subjects, Hiroshima, Japan—No. 1

Summary Report Covering Air Raid Protection and
Allied Subjects in Japan

Final Report Covering Air Raid Protection and
Allied Subjects in Japan

Medical Division

The Effects of Bombing on Health and Medical Serv-
ices in Japan

The Effects of Atomic Bombs on Health and Medical
Services in Hiroshima and Nagasaki

Morale Division

*14 The Effects of Strategic Bombing on Japanese Morale

*10

*11
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Kog.vo Kaliushiki

ECONOMIC STUDIES

Aircraft Division

*15 The Japanese Aircraft rildlistry

*16 Mitsubishi Heavy Indusfries, Ltd.
Corporation Report No. J ,•

(Mitsubishi Juk6gyo.K|^)
(Airframes & Engines) '/'_

.

*17 Nakajima Aircraft Company, Ltdvi jV

Corporation Report No. If ,.

(Nakajima Hikoki KK)
(Airframes & Kngines)

*18 Kawanishi Aircraft Company
Corporation Report No. Ill

(Kawanislii Kokuki Kaljushiki Kaisha)
(Airframes)

*19 Kawasaki Aircraft Industries Company, Inc.
Corporation Report No. IV

(Kawasaki Kokuki
Kaisha)

(Airframes,& Engines)
*20 Aichi Aircraft Company

Corporation Report No. V
(Aiclii Kokuki KK)
(Airframes & Engines)

*21 Sumitomo ISIetal Industries, Propeller Division
Corporation Report No. VI

(Sumitomo Kinzoku Kogyo KK, Puropera
Seizoslio)

(Propellers)

*22 Hitachi Aircraft Company
Corporation Report No. VII

(Hitachi Kokuki KK)
(Airframes & Engines)

*23 Japan International Air Industries, Ltd.
Corporation Report No. VIII

(Nippon Kokusai Koku Kogyo KK)
(Airframes)

*24 Japan Musical Instrument Manufacturing Company
Corporation Report No. IX

(Nippon Gakki Seize KK)
(Propellers)

*2.5 Tachikawa Aircraft Company
Corporation Report No. X

(Tachikawa Hikoki KK)
(Airframes)

*26 Fuji Airplane Company
Corporation Report No. XI

(Fuji Hikoki KK)
(Airframes)

*27 Showa Airplane Company
Corporatio?i Report No. XII

(Showa Hikoki Kogyo KK)
(Airframes)

*28 Ishikawajima Aircraft Industries Company, Ltd.
Corporation Report No. XIII

(Ishikawajima Koku Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha)

(Engines)
*29 Nippon Airplane Company

Corporation Report No. XIV
(Nippon Hikoki KK)
(Airframes)

*30 Kyushu Airplane (Company
Corporation Report No. XV

(Kyushu Hikoki KK)
(Airframes)

*31 Shoda Engineering Company
Corporation Report No. XVI

(Shoda Seisakujo)
(Components)

*32 Mitaka Aircraft Indu.stries

Corporation Report No. X VII
(Mitaka Koku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha)
(Components)

*33 Nissan Automobile Company
Corporation Report A'o. XVIII

(Nissan Jidosha KK)
(Engines)

*34 Army Air Arsenal & Navy Air Depots
Corporation Repoit No. XIX

(Airframes and Engines)

*35 Underground Production of Japanese Aircraft
Report No. .XX

Basic Materials Division

*36 Coal and Metals in Japan's M^ar Economy

Capital Goods, Equipment and Construction Division

*37 The Japanese Construction Industry
*38 Japanese Electrical E(|uipment
*39 The Japanese Machine Building Industry

Electric Power Division

*40 The Electric Power Industry of Japan
*41 The Electric Power Industry of .Japan (Plant Re-

ports)

Manpower, Food and Civilian Supplies Division

*42 The Japanese Wartime Standard of Living and L'tili-

zation of Manpower

*43 Japanese
*44 Japanese
4.5 Jai)anese

*46 Japanese
*47 Japanese
*48 Japanese

49
50
51
52

*53

*54

*55

*56

J
7

8
9
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Military Supplies Division

War Production Industries
Naval Ordnance
Army Ordnance
Naval Shipbuilding
Motor Vehicle Industry
Merchant ShipVjuilding

Oil and Chemical Division

Chemicals in Japan's War
Chemicals in Japan's War—Ajjpendi.x
Oil in Japan's War
Oil in Japan's War—Appendix

Over-all Economic Effects Division

The -Effects of Strategic Bombing on Japan's \\'ar

Economy (Including Appendix A: LT. S. Economic
Intelligence on Japan—Anal.ysis and Comparison;
Appendix B: Gross National Product on Japan
and Its Components; Appendix C: Statistical

Sources).

Transportation Division

The War .\gainst Japanese Transportation, 1941-45

Urban Areas Division

Effects of Air Attack on Japanese L'rban Economy
(Summary Report)

pjffects of Air Attack on Urban Complex Tokyo-
Kawa-saki-Yokohama

Effects of Air Attack on the City of Nagoya
Effects of Air Attack on Osaka-Kobe-Kyoto
Effects of Air Attack on the City of Nagasaki
Effects of Air Attack on the Citv of Hiroshima

I
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Military Analysis Division

01 Air Forces Allied wilb tlie I'liited States in iho \\ ar

Against Japan
()2 Japanese Air I'ower oi)

(i3 Ja|)anese Air Weapons and Tactics
64 The Ktfeci of Air Action on Japanese Ground Army

I.osisties

65 Knii)ioyinent of Forces Under the Southwest Pacific

Conuuand
(Uj The Stratetiic Air Operations of ^'ery Heavy Roni-

bardnient in the War Against Jajian (Twentieth !l()

Air Force)
67 Air Opeiations in China, Hurnia. India— World War ill

II

68 The Air Transjiort (dnunand in the War Against 02
Japan "413

69 The Thirteenth Air Force in the War Against Japan 94
70 The Seventh and Eleventh Air Forces in the War

Against Ja)>an 05
71 The Fifth Air Force in the War Against Japan

Naval Analysis Division 06

*72 The Interrogations of Japanese Officials (Vols I and
II)

*73 Campaigns of the Pacific W ar
*74 The Reduction of Wake Island
*75 The Allied Campaign Against Uabaul 07
76 The American Campaign Against Wotje, Maloelap, OS

.Mille, and Jaluit (Vols I, II, and III)

*77 The Reduction of Truk 00
78 The Offensive Mine Laying Campaign Against Japan
79 Report of Ships Bombardment Survey Party—Foie- 100

word, Introduction, Conclusions, and Geneial
Summary • 101

80 Rejiort of Ships liombardment Survey Party (En-
closure A), Kamaishi Aiea 102

81 Report of Ships Bombardment Survey Party (En-
closure B), Hamamatsu Area 103

82 Report of Ships Bombardment Survey Party (En-
closure C), Hitachi Area 104

S3 Report of Ships Bombardment Survey Party (En-
closure D), Hakodate Area 105

84 Report of Ships Bombardment Survey Party (En-
closure E), ^luroran Area *106

85 Report of Sliips Bombardment Survey Paity (En-
closure F), Shimizu Area *107

86 Report of Ships Bombardment Survey Party (En-
closures G and H), Shionomi-Saki and Nojima- 108
Saki Areas

Report of Ships Bond)ardment Survey Party (En-
closure I), Comments and Data on l-:treetivcness

of Ammunition
lU'iiort of Ships Bond)ardnien1 Surv(\v Party (En-

closure J), Comments and Data on Accuracy of
I'iring

Reports of Ships Hond)ardni('nt Survey Party (En-
closure K), Effects of Surface Boinbanlincnts on
Japanese War Potential

Physical Damage Control

Effect of the Incendiary Bond) Attacks on .lapari (a
Report on lught Cil ies)

The i'lflTeels of the Ten Thousand Pound Bond) on
Japanese Targets (a Rejjort on Nine Incidents)

Flffects of the Atomic Bomb on Hiroshima, .lajian

ICffects of the Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, .lapan
Effects of the Four Thousand Pound Bomb on .lapa-

nese Targets (a Rejjort on Five Incidents)
Effects of Two Thousand, One Thousand, and F'ive
Hundred Pound Bombs on .lajianese Targets (a
Report on Flight Incidents)

A Report on Physical Damage in .lajian (Sumrnarv
Report)

G-2 Division

Japanese Military and Naval Intelligence
Evaluation of Photographic Intelligence in the Japa-

nese Homeland, Part I, Coininrhensiiie Report
Evaluation of Photographic Intelligence in the Japa-

nese Homeland, Part II, Airfields
Evaluation of Photograjjhie Intelligence in the Japa-

nese Homeland, Part III, Computed Bomb Plotting
Evaluation of Photograjihic Intelligence in the Japa-

nese Homeland, Part I\', Urban Area Analijsis
Evaluation of Photographic Intelligence in the Japa-

nese Homeland, Part V, Camouflage
Evaluation of Photographic Intelligence in the Japa-

nese Homeland, Part VI, Shipping
Evaluation of Photographic Intelligence in the Japa-

nese Homeland, Part VII, Electronics
Evaluation of Photographic Intelligence in the Japa-

nese Homeland, Part VIII, Beach Intelligence
Evaluation of Photographic Intelligence in tlie Japa-

nese Homeland, Part IX, Artillery

Evaluation of Photographic Intelligence in the .Japa-
nese Homeland, Part X. Roads and Railroads

Evaluation (jf Photographic Intelligence in the Japa-
nese Homeland, Part XI, Industrial .Inalysis
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